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Abstract. This lecture concentrates on nucleosynthesis processes in stellar evolution and stellar explosions, with an emphasis on the role of nuclei far from stability.
A brief initial introduction is given to the physics in astrophysical plasmas which
governs composition changes. We present the basic equations for thermonuclear reaction rates, nuclear reaction networks and burning processes. The required nuclear
physics input is discussed for cross sections of nuclear reactions, photodisintegrations, electron and positron captures, neutrino captures, inelastic neutrino scattering, and for beta-decay half-lives. We examine the present state of uncertainties
in predictions in general as well as the status of experiments far from stability. It
follows a discussion of the fate of massive stars, core collapse supernova explosions
(SNe II), and novae and X-ray bursts (explosive hydrogen and helium burning on
accreting white dwarfs or neutron stars in binary stellar systems). We address also
the production of heavy elements in the r-process up to Th, U and beyond and
their possible origin from stellar explosion sites.

1

Thermonuclear Rates and Reaction Networks

In this section we want to outline the essential features of thermonuclear
reaction rates and nuclear reaction networks. This serves the purpose to deﬁne
a uniﬁed terminology to be used throughout this lecture [105,106,76,326,10,
198].
1.1

Thermonuclear Reaction Rates

The nuclear cross section for a reaction between target j and projectile k is
deﬁned by
σ=

r/nj
number of reactions per sec and target j
=
.
ﬂux of incoming projectiles k
nk v

(1)

The second equality holds for the case that the relative velocity between
targets with the number density nj and projectiles with number density nk
is constant and has the value v. Then r, the number of reactions per cm3
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and sec, can be expressed as r = σvnj nk . More generally, when targets and
projectiles follow speciﬁc distributions, r is given by

rj,k = σ|vj − vk |d3 nj d3 nk .
(2)
The evaluation of this integral depends on the type of particles and distributions which are involved.
Maxwell-Boltzmann Distributions. For nuclei j and k in an astrophysical plasma, obeying a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,
d 3 nj = nj (

mj vj2 3
mj 3/2
) exp(−
)d vj ,
2πkT
2kT

(3)

Equation (2) simpliﬁes to rj,k =< σv >j,k nj nk . The thermonuclear reaction
rates have the form [105,76]
 ∞
8 1/2
−3/2
< j, k >:=< σv >j,k = ( ) (kT )
Eσ(E)exp(−E/kT )dE. (4)
µπ
0
Here µ denotes the reduced mass of the target-projectile system and the
integral extends over the projectile energy range.
Experimental nuclear rates for light nuclei have been discussed in detail
in many reviews for charged-particle reactions [327,99,65,411,5] as well as
neutron captures [20,27,428,21]. Rates for unstable (light) nuclei came from
a number of sources [246,247,414–417,419,420,418,400,380,381,310,336,173].
A survey of experimental approaches and eﬀorts towards nuclei far from
stability is given in Sect. 2.
For the vast number of medium and heavy nuclei which exhibit a high
density of excited states at capture energies, Hauser-Feshbach (statistical
model) calculations are applicable and have been available for some time [166,
430,371,80]. Improvements in level densities [311], alpha potentials, and the
consistent treatment of isospin mixing has led to the next generation of theoretical rate predictions [313,312,130,315,266]. Some of it will be discussed
Sect. 3.
In astrophysical plasmas with high densities and/or low temperatures,
eﬀects of electron screening become highly important. This means that the
reacting nuclei, due to the background of electrons and nuclei, feel a diﬀerent Coulomb repulsion than in the case of bare nuclei in a vacuum. Under
most conditions (with non-vanishing temperatures) the generalized reaction
rate integral can be separated into the traditional expression without screening (4) and a screening factor [332,184,141,3,185,175,178,179,379,118,186,343,
176,180,71,205,48,136,423,346]
< j, k >∗ = fscr (Zj , Zk , ρ, T, Yi ) < j, k > .

(5)
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This screening factor is dependent on the charge of the involved particles,
the density, temperature, and the composition of the plasma. Here Yi denotes
the abundance of nucleus i deﬁned by Yi = ni /(ρNA ), where ni is the number density of nuclei per unit volume and NA Avogadro’s number. At high
densities and low temperatures screening factors can enhance reactions by
many orders of magnitude and lead to pycnonuclear ignition. In the extreme
case of very low temperatures, where reactions are only possible via ground
state oscillations of the nuclei in a Coulomb lattice, (5) breaks down, because
it was derived under the assumption of a Boltzmann distribution [118,186,
343,176,71,177,26,139].
Planck Distributions in Photodisintegrations. When in (2) particle k
is a photon, the relative velocity is always c and quantities in the integral
are not dependent on d3 nj . Thus it simpliﬁes to rj = λj,γ nj and λj,γ results
from an integration of the photodisintegration cross section over a Planck
distribution for photons of temperature T
Eγ2
1
dEγ
π 2 (ch̄)3 exp(Eγ /kT ) − 1
 3
 ∞
cσ(Eγ )Eγ2
d nj
dEγ .
rj = λj,γ (T )nj = 2
π (ch̄)3 0 exp(Eγ /kT ) − 1

d3 nγ =

(6a)
(6b)

There exist a number of recent attempts to evaluate experimental photodisintegration cross sections and determine photodisintegration rates [273,274,
349,396]. Due to detailed balance, these rates can also be expressed by the
capture cross sections for the inverse reaction l + m → j + γ [105] via
λj,γ (T ) = (

Gl Gm Al Am 3/2 mu kT 3/2
)(
) (
)
< l, m > exp(−Qlm /kT ).
Gj
Aj
2πh̄2

(7)

This expression depends on the reaction Q-value
 Qlm , the inverse reaction
rate < l, m >, the partition functions G(T ) = i (2Ji + 1) × exp(−Ei /kT )
and the mass numbers A of the participating nuclei in a thermal bath of
temperature T .
Fermi Distributions in Weak Interactions. A procedure similar to (6)
is used for electron captures on nuclei e− + (Z, A) → (Z − 1, A) + νe . Because
the electron is about 2000 times less massive than a nucleon, the velocity of
the nucleus j is negligible in the center of mass system in comparison to the
electron velocity (|vj − ve | ≈ |ve |) and the integral does not depend on d3 nj .
The electron capture cross section has to be integrated over a Boltzmann,
partially degenerate, or Fermi distribution of electrons, dependent on the
astrophysical conditions. The electron capture rates are a function of T and
ne = Ye ρNA , the electron number density. In a neutral, completely ionized
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plasma, the 
electron abundance is equal to the total proton abundance in
nuclei Ye = i Zi Yi and
rj = λj,e (T, ρYe )nj .

(8)

Theoretical investigations extended from simpler approaches to full shell
model calculations for the involved Gamow-Teller and Fermi transitions in
weak interaction reactions [113–116,361,289,19,224,225]. The same authors
generalized this treatment for the capture of positrons, which are in a chemical equilibrium with photons, electrons, and nuclei. Recent experimental
results from charge-exchange reactions like (d,2 He) show a good agreement
with theory [16]. More details on results from modern shell model calculations
are given in Sect. 4.1.
At high densities (ρ > 1012 gcm−3 ) the size of the neutrino scattering
cross section on nuclei and electrons ensures that enough scattering events
occur to thermalize a neutrino distribution. Then also the inverse process to
electron capture (neutrino capture, i.e. charged-current neutrino scattering)
can occur and the neutrino capture rate can be expresses similar to (6) or
(8), integrating over the neutrino distribution [50,117,319,225]. Also (neutral
current) inelastic neutrino scattering on nuclei can be expressed in this form.
The latter can cause particle emission, like in photodisintegrations [431,208–
210,305,319,334,221,212]. It is also possible that a thermal equilibrium among
neutrinos was established at a diﬀerent location than at the point where the
reaction occurs. In such a case the neutrino distribution can be characterized
by a chemical potential and a temperature which is not necessarily equal
to the local temperature. Further discussions and results are presented in
Sect. 4.2.
Decays. Finally, for normal decays, like beta or alpha decays with halflife τ1/2 , we obtain an equation similar to (6) or (8) with a decay constant
λj = ln 2/τ1/2 and
rj = λ j nj .

(9)

Beta-decay half-lives τ1/2 for unstable nuclei are either obtained from
experiments or have been predicted theoretically in [362,206,363] and more
recently [356,357,270,155,358,269,40,41] with improved quasi particle RPA
calculations. For calculations in combination with electron capture rates see
Sect. 4.1.
1.2

Nuclear Reaction Networks

The time derivative of the number densities of each of the species in an
astrophysical plasma (at constant density) is governed by the diﬀerent expressions for r, the number of reactions per cm3 and s, as discussed above
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for the diﬀerent reaction mechanisms which can change nuclear abundances
(




∂ni
i
i
Nji rj +
Nj,k
rj,k +
Nj,k,l
rj,k,l .
)ρ=const =
∂t
j
j,k

(10)

j,k,l

The reactions listed on the right hand side of the equation belong to
the three categories of reactions: (1) decays, photodisintegrations, electron
and positron captures and neutrino induced reactions (rj = λj nj ), (2) twoparticle reactions (rj,k =< j, k > nj nk ), and (3) three-particle reactions
(rj,k,l =< j, k, l > nj nk nl ) like the triple-alpha process, which can be interpreted as successive captures with an intermediate unstable target
0nm[287,127,
i
336]. The individual N i ’s are given by: Nji = Ni , Nj,k
= Ni / m=1
|Njm |!,
0 nm
i
and Nj,k,l
= Ni / m=1
|Njm |!. The Ni s can be positive or negative numbers
and specify how many particles of species i are created or destroyed in a
reaction. The denominators, including factorials, run over the nm diﬀerent
species destroyed in the reaction and avoid double counting of the number
of reactions when identical particles react with each other (for example in
the 12 C+12 C or the triple-alpha reaction [105]). In order to exclude changes
in the number densities ṅi , which are only due to expansion or contraction
of the gas, the nuclear abundances Yi = ni /(ρNA ) were introduced. For a
nucleus with atomic
 weight Ai , Ai Yi represents the mass fraction of this nucleus, therefore
Ai Yi = 1. In terms of nuclear abundances Yi , a reaction
network is described by the following set of diﬀerential equations


i
Ẏi =
Nji λj Yj +
Nj,k
ρNA < j, k > Yj Yk
j

+

j,k



i
Nj,k,l
ρ2 NA2

< j, k, l > Yj Yk Yl .

(11)

j,k,l

Equation (11) derives directly from (10) when the deﬁnition for the Yi s
is introduced. This set of diﬀerential equations is solved with a fully implicit
treatment. Then the stiﬀ set of diﬀerential equations can be rewritten ([304],
§15.6) as diﬀerence equations of the form ∆Yi /∆t = fi (Yj (t + ∆t)), where
Yi (t+∆t) = Yi (t)+∆Yi . In this treatment, all quantities on the right hand side
are evaluated at time t + ∆t. This results in a set of non-linear equations for
the new abundances Yi (t+∆t), which can be solved using a multi-dimensional
Newton-Raphson iteration procedure [159].
The total energy generation per gram, due to nuclear reactions in a time
step ∆t which changed the abundances by ∆Yi , is expressed in terms of the
mass excess Mex,i c2 of the participating nuclei [17,18]

∆Yi NA Mex,i c2
(12a)
∆ = −
i

˙ = −


i

Ẏi NA Mex,i c2 .

(12b)
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As noted above, the important ingredients to nucleosynthesis calculations
are decay half-lives, electron and positron capture rates, photodisintegrations, neutrino induced reaction rates, and strong interaction cross sections.
The determinations from either experiment or theory are discussed in detail
in Sects. 2 through 4. For a number of explosive burning environments the
understanding of nuclear physics far from stability and the knowledge of nuclear masses is a key ingredient [268,2,17,299,18]. In recent years new HartreeFock(-Bogoliubov) or relativistic mean ﬁeld approaches are addressing this
question [73,92,322,28,130,285,132,335,408]. Presently the FRDM model [268]
still seems to provide the best reproduction of known masses [130].

1.3

Burning Processes in Stellar Environments

Nucleosynthesis calculations can in general be classiﬁed into two categories:
(1) nucleosynthesis during hydrostatic burning stages of stellar evolution on
long timescales and (2) nucleosynthesis in explosive events (with diﬀerent
initial fuel compositions, speciﬁc to the event). In the following we want to
discuss shortly reactions of importance for both conditions and the major
burning products.

Hydrostatic Burning Stages in Stellar Evolution. The main hydrostatic burning stages and most important reactions are:
H-burning: there are two alternative reaction sequences, the diﬀerent ppchains which convert 1 H into 4 He, initiated by 1 H(p, e+ νe )2 H, and the CNO
cycle which converts 1 H into 4 He by a sequence of (p, γ) and (p, α) reactions
on C, N, and O isotopes and subsequent beta-decays. The CNO isotopes are
all transformed into 14 N, due to the fact that the reaction 14 N(p, γ)15 O is the
slowest reaction in the cycle.
He-burning: the main reactions are the triple-alpha reaction 4 He(2α, γ)12 C
and 12 C(α, γ)16 O.
C-burning: 12 C(12 C, α)20 Ne and 12 C(12 C,p)23 Na. Most of the 23 Na nuclei
will react with the free protons via 23 Na(p, α)20 Ne.
Ne-Burning: 20 Ne(γ, α)16 O, 20 Ne(α, γ) 24 Mg and 24 Mg(α, γ)28 Si. It is important that photodisintegrations start to play a role when 30kT ≈Q (as a rule
of thumb), with Q being the Q-value of a capture reaction. For those conditions suﬃcient photons with energies >Q exist in the high energy tail of the
Planck distribution. As 16 O(α, γ)20 Ne has an exceptionally small Q-value of
the order 4 MeV, this relation holds true for T > 1.5 × 109 K, which is the
temperature for (hydrostatic) Ne-burning.
O-burning: 16 O(16 O,α)28 Si, 16 O(16 O,p)31 P, and 16 O(16 O,n)31 S(β + )31 P. Similar to carbon burning, most of the 31 P is destroyed by a (p, α) reaction
to 28 Si.
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Si-burning: Si-burning is initiated like Ne-burning by photodisintegration reactions which then provide the particles for capture reactions. It ends in
an equilibrium abundance distribution around Fe (thermodynamic equilibrium). As this includes all kinds of Q-values (on the average 8-10 MeV for
capture reactions along the valley of stability), this translates to temperatures in excess of 3×109 K, being larger than the temperatures for the onset
of Ne-burning. In such an equilibrium (also denoted nuclear statistical equilibrium, NSE) the abundance of each nucleus is only governed by the temperature
 T , density ρ, its nuclear binding energy Bi and partition function
Gi = j (2Jji + 1)exp(−Eji /kT )
Yi = (ρNA )Ai −1

Gi 3/2 2πh̄2 3 (Ai −1)
)2
A (
exp(Bi /kT )YpZi YnNi ,
2Ai i mu kT

(13)


while fulﬁlling mass conservation
i Ai Yi = 1 and charge conservation

Z
Y
=
Y
(the
total
number
of
protons
equals the net number of electrons,
e
i i i
which is usually changed only by weak interactions on longer timescales).
This equation is derived from the relation between chemical potentials (for
Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions) in a thermal equilibrium (µi = Zi µp +
Ni µn ), where the subscripts n and p stand for neutrons and protons. Intermediate quasi-equilibrium stages (QSE), where clusters of neighboring nuclei
are in relative equilibrium via neutron and proton reactions, but diﬀerent
clusters have total abundances which are oﬀset from their NSE values, are
important during the onset of Si-burning before a full NSE is reached and
during the freeze-out from high temperatures, which will be discussed in
Sect. 5.
s-process: the slow neutron capture process leads to the build-up of heavy
elements during core and shell He-burning, where through a series of neutron
captures and beta-decays, starting on existing heavy nuclei around Fe, nuclei
up to Pb and Bi can be synthesized. The neutrons are provided by a side
branch of He-burning, 14 N(α, γ)18 F(β + )18 O(α, γ) 22 Ne(α, n)25 Mg. An alternative stronger neutron source in He-shell ﬂashes is the reaction 13 C(α, n)16 O,
which requires admixture of hydrogen and the production of 13 C via proton
capture on 12 C and a subsequent beta-decay.
Extensive overviews exist over the major and minor reaction sequences in
all burning stages in massive stars [11,369,438,10,157,165,314,148]. For less
massive stars which burn at higher densities, i.e. experience higher electron
Fermi energies, electron captures are already important
in O-burning and

lead to a smaller Ye or larger neutron excess η = i (Ni − Zi )Yi = 1 − 2Ye .
For a general overview of the s-process see [196,197,428,120,199,62,398,399].
Most reactions in hydrostatic burning stages proceed through stable
nuclei. This is simply explained by the long timescales involved. For a 25M
star, which is relatively massive and therefore experiences quite short burning phases, this still amounts to: H-burning 7×106 y, He-burning 5×105 y,
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C-burning 600 y, Ne-burning 1 y, O-burning 180 d, Si-burning 1 d. Because
all these burning stages are long compared to beta-decay half-lives, with a
few exceptions of long-lived unstable nuclei, nuclei can decay back to stability before undergoing the next reaction. Examples of such exceptions are
the s-process branchings with a competition between neutron captures and
beta-decays of similar timescales [120,198].

Nuclear Burning in Explosive Events Many of the hydrostatic burning processes discussed above can occur also under explosive conditions at
much higher temperatures and on shorter timescales (see Figs. 7 and 8 in
Sect. 5). The major reactions remain still the same in many cases, but often
the beta-decay half-lives of unstable products are longer than the timescales
of the explosive processes under investigation. This requires in general the
additional knowledge of nuclear cross sections for unstable nuclei.
Extensive calculations of explosive carbon, neon, oxygen, and silicon burning, appropriate for supernova explosions, have already been performed in the
late 60s and early 70s with the accuracies possible in those days and detailed
discussions about the expected abundance patterns [388,392]. The context
of stellar models could only be given after their existence [389,9,438,377,165,
314,148].
Besides minor additions of 22 Ne after He-burning (or nuclei which originate from it in later burning stages), the fuels for explosive nucleosynthesis
consist mainly of alpha-particle nuclei like 12 C, 16 O, 20 Ne, 24 Mg, or 28 Si.
Because the timescale of explosive processing is very short (a fraction of a
second to several seconds), in most cases only few beta-decays can occur during explosive nucleosynthesis events, resulting in heavier nuclei, again with
N≈Z. However, even for a fuel with a total N/Z ≈1 (or Ye ≈0.5) a spread of
nuclei around a line of N=Z is involved and many reaction rates for unstable
nuclei have to be known. Dependent on the temperature, explosive burning
produces intermediate to heavy nuclei. We will discuss the individual burning
processes in Sect. 5.
Two processes diﬀer from the above scenario for initial fuel compositions
with extreme overall N/Z-ratios, where either a large supply of neutrons or
protons is available, the r-process and the rp-process, denoting rapid neutron
or proton capture (the latter also termed explosive hydrogen burning). The
proton supply in the rp-process results from the accretion of unburned H
and He in novae and X-ray bursts [194,195,336,337]. Electron captures in
supernova explosions of both types (Ia and II) can reduce Ye drastically, i.e.
enhance the overall N/Z ratio. Neutrino-induced reactions can act in addition
in type II supernovae. The astrophysical site which provides the neutron-rich
conditions for the r-process is still debated, involving type II supernovae or
neutron star mergers [368,383]. In the r- or rp-process nuclei close to the
neutron and proton drip lines can be prodruced and beta-decay timescales
can be short in comparison to the process timescales.
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2 Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics
with Radioactive Beams
Experimental nuclear astrophysics provides reaction or decay data for simulating nucleosynthesis or energy generation patterns in stable or explosive
stellar scenarios. These data are mostly determined in accelerator based experiments in the energy range between 6 keV and 60 GeV, depending on the
goal of the experiment. Experimental nuclear astrophysics therefore uses an
enormous range of challenging experimental techniques. While the ﬁeld has
been extremely successful over the last few decades in testing and conﬁrming
reaction and decay rate predictions for the astrophysics community, it also
posed new questions and challenges for this ﬁeld by determining experimentally reactions which had been neglected or ignored for general nucleosynsthesis considerations. Presently experimental nuclear astrophysics is facing
three major challenges,
• the study of very low energy reactions at stability to interpret charged
particle induced nucleosynthesis processes during stellar evolution
• the measurement of neutron induced processes near stability for the understanding of the s-process
• the study of reaction and decay processes near and far from stability for
interpretation of stellar explosion scenarios and the associated nucleosynthesis patterns.
The ﬁrst subject is mainly concerned with nuclear reactions with charged particles of relevance for stellar hydrogen, helium, and carbon burning. While
many of these reactions have been studied over the last four decades, most
of the measurements were focused on energies well above the critical energy
range of the Gamow window (see Sect. 2.1) because of the rapidly decreasing
cross sections towards low energies. The presently used reaction rates (tabulated for example in the NACRE compilation [5]) are mostly based on extrapolation of the higher energy cross sections towards the Gamow range. This
procedure can carry considerable uncertainty, in particular when unaccounted
for near threshold states can contribute as resonances to the reaction rate.
The measurement of neutron capture reactions is of relevance for the study of
the s-process during stellar core He burning in massive stars (M≥15M )(weak
s-process) and in AGB stars (M≤4M ) (strong s-process) [62]. Most of the
measurement have been done with the activation technique using neutron
beams with an energy distribution simulating a 25 keV Maxwell Boltzmann
distribution. New detector technology allowed to also perform in-beam γ
spectroscopy [198]. These measurements were often handicapped by the need
for large sample masses, which prohibited the study of neutron capture on
rare isotopes. Alternative techniques were the use of electron beam induced
pulsed neutron sources like ORELA with time of ﬂight analysis [38]. The
neutrons are produced by bremsstrahlung from a tantalum radiator. Neutron spallation sources like n-ToF at CERN provide higher intensity white
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neutron beams which now allow in combination with time of ﬂight analysis to
measure the neutron capture cross sections on considerably smaller samples
of rare isotopes than previously possible. In this volume we will concentrate
on the third item, the important experimental questions and challenges presented by the goal to study reactions or decay processes far oﬀ stability using
radioactive beam techniques.
2.1

Relevant Energy Ranges for Cross Section Measurements

The nuclear reaction rate per particle pair at a given stellar temperature T is
determined by folding the reaction cross section with the Maxwell-Boltzmann
(MB) velocity distribution of the projectiles, as displayed in (4). Two cases
have to be considered, reactions between charged particles and reactions with
neutrons.
The nuclear cross section for charged particles is strongly suppressed at low
energies due to the Coulomb barrier. For particles having energies less than
the height of the Coulomb barrier, the product of the penetration factor and
the MB distribution function at a given temperature results in the so-called
Gamow peak, in which most of the reactions will take place. Location and
width of the Gamow peak depend on the charges of projectile and target,
and on the temperature of the interacting plasma.
When introducing the astrophysical S factor S(E) = σ(E)E exp(2πη)
(with η being the Sommerfeld parameter, describing the s-wave barrier penetration), one can easily see the two contributions of the velocity distribution
and the penetrability in the integral
< σv >=

8
πµ

1/2



1
3/2

(kT )

0

∞



b
E
− 1/2 ,
S(E) exp −
kT
E

(14)

where the quantity b = 2πηE 1/2 = (2µ)1/2 πe2 Zj Zk /h̄ arises from the barrier
penetrability. Taking the ﬁrst derivative of the integrand yields the location
E0 of the Gamow peak, and the eﬀective width ∆ of the energy window can
be derived accordingly
E0 =
∆=

bkT
2

2/3

= 1.22(Zj2 Zk2 AT62 )1/3 keV,

16E0 kT 1/2
= 0.749(Zj2 Zk2 AT65 )1/6 keV,
3

(15a)
(15b)

as shown in [105] and [326], where the charges Zj , Zk , the reduced mass A
of the involved nuclei in units of mu , and the temperature T6 given in 106 K,
enter.
In the case of neutron-induced reactions the eﬀective energy window has
to be derived in a slightly diﬀerent way. For s-wave neutrons (l = 0) the
energy window is simply given by the location and width of the peak of
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the MB distribution function. For higher partial waves the penetrability of
the centrifugal barrier shifts the eﬀective energy E0 to higher energies. For
neutrons with energies less than the height of the centrifugal barrier this was
approximated by [409]
E0 ≈ 0.172T9 l +

1
2

∆ ≈ 0.194T9 l +

1
2

MeV,

(16a)

1/2

MeV.

(16b)

The energy E0 will always be comparatively small in comparison to the neutron separation energy.
2.2

Radioactive Beams

Radioactive beam experiments are necessary for the measurement of reactions and decay processes of radioactive nuclei which can take place at the
high temperatures, typical in explosive stellar events. At these conditions the
Gamow window represents a much higher energy than for hydrostatic burning stages in stellar evolution. The reaction rates, which for charged particle
interactions typically increase exponentially with temperature, become much
larger than the decay rates and the reaction path runs far away from the line
of stability. Nucleosynthesis simulations of explosive scenarios up to now are
mostly based on theoretical predictions for capture and decay rates far oﬀ stability e.g. [312,269]. These theoretical input parameters need to be conﬁrmed
or complemented by reliable reaction and decay rate measurements. Within
the last decade reaction measurements with radioactive beams have been
successfully performed, simulating nuclear processes in the Big Bang and for
explosive hydrogen and helium burning conditions typical for the thermonuclear runaway in accreting binary star systems or for explosive burning in
supernova shock fronts. For neutron induced processes such as the r-process,
the particular neutron capture reaction rates are less important since the
r-process path is essentially determined by an (n,γ)-(γ,n) chemical equilibrium which depends on the nuclear masses. Therefore an increasing number
of studies has focused on the global properties of neutron rich nuclei such as
masses, half- lives and neutron decay probabilities. All these are important
ingredients for r-process nucleosynthesis models. Neutron capture rates itself
will be diﬃcult if not impossible to measure but recent activities focus on the
study of neutron transfer measurements on radioactive neutron rich isotopes
instead to probe the level density and single particle structure of neutron
unbound states in nuclei towards the r-process path [75].
ISOL Facilities. The development of clean radioactive beams presents
an enormous technical challenge. For most of the low energy experiments
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mentioned below, the so-called ISOL technique was applied where the radioactive beam particles were produced by nuclear reactions or spallation
processes with high energy primary stable beams in a production target.
The fast release of the produced radioisotopes is important for achieving
high beam intensities but requires optimization of the chemical and physical
characteristics of the isotope/target combination. The released isotopes need
to be separated by electric and magnetic mass/charge separation systems
and post-accelerated up to the required beam energies. ISOL facilities (like
e.g. Louvain-la-Neuve, CERN-Isolde, the Oak-Ridge Holiﬁeld Facility) have
been used over the years as an excellent tool for the production of radioactive isotopes for decay measurements along the r-process and the rp-process
path [217,151]. Capture measurements with radioactive beams in inverse kinematics are among the major goals for radioactive beam facilities. The ﬁrst
pioneering measurements on university based radioactive beam facilities operated with limited beam intensities (on average ≤ 107 ions/s with some beams
reaching exceptional intensities of up to 109 ions/s). These limitations are due
to the cross sections of production reactions, the release time for the radioactive species in the production target and ﬁnally the chemistry conditions
in the ion source. The experiments were also handicapped by insuﬃcient
detector systems with relatively low detection eﬃciency and limited background reduction capabilities. Nevertheless, these ﬁrst attempts proved that
radioactive beam experiments for nuclear astrophysics can be successfully
performed and can provide important data for the nuclear astrophysics community. With the above constraints in mind, only reactions with high cross
sections have been successfully measured such as 13 N(p,γ)[88], 8 Li(α,n) [137],
18
F(p,α) [133,320,23], and 18 Ne(α,p) [45,135]. The experimental conditions
in terms of detector development have improved continuously. The increasing
use of large Si-array strip detector systems for low energy (p,α) and (α,p)
experiments such as LEDA [86] was a breakthrough in terms of eﬃciency
and solid angle and helped to compensate for the limited beam intensities
available. The use of these detectors allowed to investigate resonance states
for capture reactions through elastic resonance scattering if the resonance
capture cross section was too low for a direct measurement. These elastic
scattering studies were in particular successful for 17 F(p,p) where they helped
to uniquely identify the energy of a missing resonance state [22]. Experimental conditions have been further improved by the design and utilization of
recoil-mass-separators. These guarantee a ≤10−12 rejection of the primary
beam and further background reduction by particle identiﬁcation methods
while maintaining a high detection eﬃciency. This was clearly demonstrated
in the ﬁrst successful experiment of low energy resonances in 21 Na(p,γ) with
the DRAGON separator [36]. Recoil mass separators are also now being commissioned or constructed at other low energy radioactive ion beam facilities
such as HRIBF [188] and Louvain la Neuve [78]. These, coupled to a powerful γ-detection array will dominate the future measurements with low energy
radioactive beams. A new generation of ISOL based radioactive beam facil-
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ities is emerging with the ISAC facility at TRIUMF, Rex-Isolde at CERN,
and Spiral at GANIL. They will hopefully provide higher beam intensities
of up to 1010 -1012 atoms/s, depending on the chemical and physical characteristics of the isotope. Optimization of beam intensity mainly requires new
and innovative developments in target technology to reduce the ionization
and extraction times of the radioactive isotopes. The ﬁrst capture reaction
measurement of 21 Na(p,γ) has been successfully completed at ISAC using a
surface ionization source [36]. This experiment concentrated on the measurement of two low energy resonances at 205 keV and 821 keV. In particular the
lower energy resonance controls the reaction rate at nova temperatures and is
therefore critical for the understanding of the production of the long-lived radionuclide 22 Na in novae. Future measurements of 19 Ne(p,γ) and 18 Ne(α,p)
are planned using an ECR source. These reactions are closely associated
with the break-out from the hot CNO cycles [422] which will be discussed in
Sects. 5.1 and 8. Previous attempts at Louvain la Neuve were successful in
developing the experimental technique and in measuring the higher energy
resonances [294,397]. The study of the resonances within the Gamow range of
X-ray burst conditions (see Sect. 8) requires higher beam intensities and novel
detection and background reduction schemes to improve over the previously
determined upper limits. Similar experiments are planned at Rex-Isolde like
the study of resonances in 35 Ar(p,γ)36 K, a reaction that controls the reaction ﬂow in high temperature novae burning and may limit the production
of 40 Ca in novae [173]. A simple but eﬃcient technique is the so-called inbeam production of radioactive isotopes which has been the backbone of the
radioactive beam programs at Notre Dame and Argonne. The radioactive
particles are produced by heavy ion nuclear reactions and separated from the
primary beam in ﬂight by the magnetic ﬁeld structure of superconducting
solenoids [230]. The energy of the secondary beam is mainly determined by
the kinematics of the production process. The beam intensity is typically
limited depending on the cross section of the production process.

In-Flight Separators. In-ﬂight separators present an alternative approach
for the production of neutron–rich or neutron–deﬁcient radioactive isotopes
between the region of stability and the neutron or proton drip–line. They are
mainly based on separating (in ﬂight) high energy radioactive heavy ion reaction or ﬁssion products through mass separator systems from the primary
beam component (see also the lecture by Morrissey and Sherrill). Depending
on magnetic, electric, and absorption conditions in the separator a so-called
cocktail beam is produced at the focal plane which consists of particle groups
within a certain A,Z range. The various cocktail components are identiﬁed by
a subsequent energy, energy-loss analysis. Due to the large momentum transfer in the initial production process these beams have a fairly high energy
and are typically used for mass or half–life measurements [427,241]. Increasingly also transfer reactions (on stable and radioactive beams) are performed
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to study the evolution of nuclear structure far from stability. Such nuclear
structure results are extremely important since they often provide important
complementary information for determining the reaction rates along the r–
or rp–process path (e.g. [75,63,321]). Important impact for the description
of the r-process but also the rp-process has been provided by the measurements of β-decay or β-delayed particle decay (emission) processes along the
process path. In particular these measurements presented a major challenge
for studying β − -decays and β-delayed neutron emission for r-process nuclei
which were typically located far from stability. In most of these cases the
isotopes of interest were separated by ISOL or in-ﬂight separator techniques
and implanted into periodically moving tapes to be detected oﬀ-line. Pulsed
beam techniques from in-ﬂight separator facilities typically implanted the
separated short-lived particles into a stack of Si-detectors after particle identiﬁcation to monitor the decay on-line. These measurement may provide a
more sensitive approach for identifying radioactive isotopes far oﬀ stability
and for reducing the background which often limited the accessibility to very
neutron rich isotopes at ISOL beam facilities. Those measurements were often handicapped by background from long lived daughter activities of isobaric
impurities in the separated particle groups. Only in a few cases direct measurements on r-process nuclei have been sucessfull like the study of 130 Cd in
1986 at ISOLDE/CERN [215], which later could be signiﬁcantly improved
with the use of better isobar separation [91,140]. In particular the development and use of laser ion sources opened new opportunities for removing
isobaric impurities from the beam, reducing this kind of background enormously [140,347]. Fragment separator beams have been used in particular
for life time and decay studies of radioactive nuclei near the rp-process or
r-process path. The high energy radioactive isotopes are directly implanted
into stacks of Si detectors or into moving tape systems to measure the accumulated activity oﬀ-line. In the recent past in-ﬂight separators have been
successfully used to map both masses and life times near the proton drip
line. In particular the systematic study of lifetimes in the mass A=35 to 65
along the drip line [241] has provided important information for rp-process
simulations and put the previously used theoretical estimates on ﬁrm experimental ground. Detailed studies at NSCL/MSU, ORNL and GANIL have
focused on the N=Z nuclei above A=64 to investigate the waiting point nuclei 64 Ge, 68 Se, and 72 Kr up to 80 Zr [427,325]. These measurements did focus
mainly on the lifetime and decay properties of these isotopes but provided
also important information about the masses through β-decay endpoint measurements. The use of traps can and will considerably improve the accuracy
of such studies in the near future [39,152]. While most of the measurements
near the r-process path have been performed at ISOL based facilities, the
upgrade of in-ﬂight separator facilities like the coupled cyclotron facility at
NSCL/MSU opened new opportunities to provide access to r-process nuclei,
ﬁrst measurements have been successfully completed in the lower mass range
of the r-process (e.g. [250]), preferably in the study of the decay properties
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of neutron rich Ni isotopes. These measurements concentrated both on the
study of the β decay as well as the β-delayed neutron decay properties of these
isotopes. In view of the recent successes of γ-ray astronomy [342] and the anticipated results of the recently launched new INTEGRAL observatory, life
time measurements of long-lived isotopes which contribute to the observed
galactic radioactivity are of particular importance. These kind of measurements have been tedious with classical radiochemical methods and have been
haunted by considerable experimental uncertainties. The on-line production
and counting of long-lived radioactive isotopes at in-ﬂight separator facilities
provides an alternative experimental tool to reduce the uncertainties considerably [128]. This laboratory information does provide an important test for
model predictions about the actual production rates for long-lived radioactive nuclei in the associated nucleosynthesis event. High energy radioactive
beams from in-ﬂight separators are obviously not usable for low energy capture measurements. But they have been used for Coulomb dissociation studies
to obtain the capture cross section by applying the detailed balance theorem
(7). In particular measurements of 8 B(γ,p)7 Be have been performed at Notre
Dame [207], Riken [276], GSI Darmstadt [344], and the NSCL at Michigan
State University [83] to determine the 7 Be(p,γ)8 B reaction rate. This reaction is critical for the production of high energy neutrinos in our sun and the
rate is important for determining the neutrino oscillation parameters [341].
Coulomb dissociation was successfully applied for cases were the cross section was dominated by a single resonance like in 13 N(p,γ)14 O [203,277] or
the direct capture like in 7 Be(p,γ)8 B, but the interpretation of the Coulomb
dissociation spectrum becomes diﬃcult as soon as several resonance and/or
reaction components contribute. It also requires a strong known ground state
transition branch of the resonance decay for converting correctly the cross
section by detailed balance.

3

Cross Section Predictions and Reaction Rates

Explosive nuclear burning in astrophysical environments produces unstable
nuclei, which again can be targets for subsequent reactions. In addition, it
involves a very large number of stable nuclei, which are not and cannot be
fully explored by experiments. Thus, it is necessary to be able to predict
reaction cross sections and thermonuclear rates with the aid of theoretical
models. Explosive burning in supernovae involves in general intermediate
mass and heavy nuclei. Due to a large nucleon number they have intrinsically a high density of excited states. A high level density in the compound
nucleus at the appropriate excitation energy allows to make use of the statistical model approach for compound nuclear reactions [143,245,119] which
averages over resonances. Here, we want to present recent results obtained
within this approach and outline in a clear way, where in the nuclear chart and
for which environment temperatures its application is valid. It is often colloquially termed that the statistical model is only applicable for intermediate
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and heavy nuclei. However, the only necessary condition for its application
is a large number of resonances at the appropriate bombarding energies, so
that the cross section can be described by an average over resonances. This
can in speciﬁc cases be valid for light nuclei and on the other hand not be
valid for intermediate mass nuclei near magic numbers.
In astrophysical applications usually diﬀerent aspects are emphasized
than in pure nuclear physics investigations. Many of the latter in this long
and well established ﬁeld were focused on speciﬁc reactions, where all or most
“ingredients”, like optical potentials for particle and alpha transmission coefﬁcients, level densities, resonance energies and widths of giant resonances to
be implemented in predicting E1 and M1 gamma-transitions, were deduced
from experiments. This of course, as long as the statistical model prerequisites are met, will produce highly accurate cross sections. For the majority
of nuclei in astrophysical applications such information is not available. The
real challenge is thus not the well established statistical model, but rather
to provide all these necessary ingredients in as reliable a way as possible,
also for nuclei where none of such informations are available. In addition,
these approaches should be on a similar level as e.g. mass models, where the
investigation of hundreds or thousands of nuclei is possible with managable
computational eﬀort.
The statistical model approach has long been employed in calculations
of thermonuclear reaction rates for astrophysical purposes [393,264,265,390],
who in the beginning only made use of ground state properties. Later, the
importance of excited states of the target was pointed out by [12]. The compilations by [166,430,371,80,312] permitted large scale applications in all subﬁelds of nuclear astrophysics, when experimental information is unavailable.
Existing global optical potentials, mass models to predict Q-values, deformations etc., but also the ingredients to describe giant resonance properties
have been quite successful in the past [80,311,130].
Besides necessary improvements in global alpha potentials [272,315,90],
the major remaining uncertainty in all existing calculations stems from the
prediction of nuclear level densities, which in earlier calculations gave uncertainties even beyond a factor of 10 at the neutron separation energy [122],
about a factor of 8 [430], and a factor of 5 [371] [see Fig. 3.16 in [80]]. In
nuclear reactions the transitions to lower lying states dominate due to the
strong energy dependence. Because the deviations are usually not as high yet
at lower excitation energies, the typical cross section uncertainties amounted
to a smaller factor of 2–3.
Novel treatments for level density descriptions [182,181], where the level
density parameter is energy dependent and shell eﬀects vanish at high excitation energies, improves the level density accuracy. This is still a phenomenological approach, making use of a back-shifted Fermi-gas model rather than
a combinatorial approach based on microscopic single-particle levels. But it
was the ﬁrst one leading to a reduction of the average cross section uncertainty to a factor of about 1.4, i.e. an average deviation of about 40% from
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experiments, when only employing global predictions for all input parameters and no speciﬁc experimental knowledge [311]. As shown by a number of
authors [300,293], the combinatorial approach is equivalent to a back-shifted
Fermi gas, provided the parameters are determined from consistent physics.
Thus, it is not surprising that fully microscopic approaches [89] give similar
uncertainties.
3.1

Thermonuclear Rates from Statistical Model Calculations

A high level density in the compound nucleus permits to use averaged transmission coeﬃcients T , which do not reﬂect a resonance behavior, but rather
describe absorption via an imaginary part in the (optical) nucleon-nucleus
potential [245]. This leads to the well known expression
πh̄2 /(2µij Eij )
(2Jiµ + 1)(2Jj + 1)
ν
ν
ν

Tjµ (E, J, π, Eiµ , Jiµ , πiµ )Toν (E, J, π, Em
, Jm
, πm
)
(17)
×
(2J + 1)
Ttot (E, J, π)

σiµν ( j, o; Eij ) =

J,π

for the reaction iµ (j, o)mν from the target state iµ to the exited state mν
of the ﬁnal nucleus, with a center of mass energy Eij and reduced mass µij .
J denotes the spin, E the corresponding excitation energy in the compound
nucleus, and π the parity of excited states. When these properties are used
without subscripts they describe the compound nucleus, subscripts refer to
states of the participating nuclei in the reaction iµ (j, o)mν 
and superscripts
indicate the speciﬁc excited states. Experiments measure ν σi0ν (j, o; Eij ),
summed over all excited states of the ﬁnal nucleus, with the target in the
ground state. Target states µ in an astrophysical plasma are thermally populated and the astrophysical cross section σi∗ (j, o) is given by
 µν

µ
µ
µ (2Ji + 1) exp(−Ei /kT )
ν σi (j, o; Eij )
∗

.
(18)
σi (j, o; Eij ) =
µ
µ
µ (2Ji + 1) exp(−Ei /kT )
The summation over ν replaces Toν (E, J, π) in (17) by the total transmission
coeﬃcient
To (E, J, π) =

νm


ν
ν
ν
Toν (E, J, π, Em
, Jm
, πm
)

ν=0
E−S
 m,o

+
νm
Em



To (E, J, π, Em , Jm , πm )ρ(Em , Jm , πm )dEm

.

Jm ,πm

(19)
Here Sm,o is the channel separation energy, and the summation over excited
states above the highest experimentally known state νm is changed to an
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integration over the level density ρ. The summation over target states µ
in (18) has to be generalized accordingly. It should also be noted at this
point that the formulation given here assumes complete mixing of isospin.
For reactions with N = Z ± 1, i.e. isospin 0 or ±1/2 targets, deviations are
observed but can be well reproduced in an appropriate approach [312].
In addition to the ingredients required for (17), like the transmission coefﬁcients for particles and photons, width ﬂuctuation corrections W (j, o, J, π)
have to be employed. They deﬁne the correlation factors with which all partial
channels for an incoming particle j and outgoing particle o, passing through
the excited state (E, J, π), have to be multiplied. This takes into account
that the decay of the state is not fully statistical, but some memory of the
way of formation is retained and inﬂuences the available decay choices. The
major eﬀect is elastic scattering, the incoming particle can be immediately
re-emitted before the nucleus equilibrates. Once the particle is absorbed and
not re-emitted in the very ﬁrst (pre-compound) step, the equilibration is very
likely. This corresponds to enhancing the elastic channel by a factor Wj . In
order to conserve the total cross section, the individual transmission coefﬁcients in the outgoing channels have to be renormalized to Tj . The total
cross section is proportional to Tj and, when summing over the elastic chan
nel (Wj Tj ) and all outgoing channels (Ttot
− Tj ), one obtains the condition







Tj =Tj (Wj Tj /Ttot ) + Tj (Ttot − Tj )/Ttot . We can (almost) solve for Tj
Tj =

1+

Tj

− 1)/Ttot

Tj (Wj

.

(20)

This requires an iterative solution for T  (starting in the ﬁrst iteration with
Tj and Ttot ), which converges fast. The enhancement factor Wj has to be
known in order to apply (20). A general expression in closed form was derived
by [402], but is computationally expensive to use. A ﬁt to results from Monte
Carlo calculations by [366] gave
Wj = 1 +

2
1/2

.

(21)

1 + Tj

For a general discussion of approximation methods see [119] and [96].
Equations (20) and (21) redeﬁne the transmission coeﬃcients of (17) in such a
manner that the total width is redistributed by enhancing the elastic channel
and weak channels over the dominant one. Cross sections near threshold
energies of new channel openings, where very diﬀerent channel strengths exist,
can only be described correctly when taking width ﬂuctuation corrections into
account. The width ﬂuctuation corrections of [366] are only an approximation
to the correct treatment. However, [382] showed that they are quite adequate.
The important ingredients of statistical model calculations as indicated
in (17) through (19) are the particle and gamma-transmission coeﬃcients T
and the level density of excited states ρ. Therefore, the reliability of such
calculations is determined by the accuracy with which these components can
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be evaluated (often for unstable nuclei). In the following we want to discuss
the methods utilized to estimate these quantities and recent improvements.
Transmission Coeﬃcients. The transition from an excited state in the
compound nucleus (E, J, π) to the state (Eiµ , Jiµ , πiµ ) in nucleus i via the
emission of a particle j is given by a summation over all quantum mechanically allowed partial waves
Tjµ (E, J, π, Eiµ , Jiµ , πiµ )

=

J+s


Jiµ +Jj



µ
Tjls (Eij
).

(22)

l=|J−s| s=|Jiµ −Jj |

Here the angular momentum l and the channel spin s = Jj + Jiµ couple to
µ
=E − Sj − Eiµ .
J = l + s. The transition energy in channel j is Eij
The individual particle transmission coeﬃcients Tl are calculated by solving the Schrödinger equation with an optical potential for the particle-nucleus
interaction. All early studies of thermonuclear reaction rates by [393,265,
12,390,166], and [430] employed optical square well potentials and made
use of the black nucleus approximation. Reference [371] employed the optical potential for neutrons and protons [192], based on microscopic inﬁnite
nuclear matter calculations for a given density, applied with a local density approximation. However, a speciﬁc set obtained from ﬁts to low energies was employed rather than the set given in that paper. This is similar
to recent reevaluations [25]. Also included were corrections of the imaginary part by [97] and [244]. The resulting s-wave neutron strength function < Γ o /D > |1eV = (1/2π)Tn(l=0) (1eV) is shown and discussed in [373]
and [80], where several phenomenological optical potentials of the WoodsSaxon type and the equivalent square well potential used in earlier astrophysical applications are compared. The purely theoretical approach gives the best
ﬁt. It is also expected to have the most reliable extrapolation properties for
unstable nuclei. Reference [165] shows the ratio of the s-wave strength functions for the Jeukenne, Lejeune, and Mahaux potential over the black nucleus,
equivalent square well approach for diﬀerent energies. A general overview on
diﬀerent approaches can be found in [401].
Deformed nuclei were treated in a very simpliﬁed way by using an eﬀective
spherical potential of equal volume, based on averaging the deformed potential over all possible angles between the incoming particle and the orientation
of the deformed nucleus. In most earlier compilations alpha particles were also
treated by square well optical potentials. [371] employed a phenomenological
Woods-Saxon potential by [249], based on extensive data from [243]. In general, for alpha particles and heavier projectiles, the best results can probably
be obtained with folding potentials [272,315,90,14].
The gamma-transmission coeﬃcients have to include the dominant
gamma-transitions (E1 and M1) in the calculation of the total photon width.
The smaller, and therefore less important, M1 transitions have usually been
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treated with the simple single particle approach T ∝ E 3 of [37], as also discussed in [166]. The E1 transitions are usually calculated on the basis of the
Lorentzian representation of the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR). Within this
model, the E1 transmission coeﬃcient for the transition emitting a photon
of energy Eγ in a nucleus A
N Z is given by
2
ΓG,i Eγ4
8 N Z e2 1 + χ  i
TE1 (Eγ ) =
2 )2 + Γ 2 E 2
3 A h̄c mc2 i=1 3 (Eγ2 − EG,i
G,i γ

.

(23)

Here χ(= 0.2) accounts for the neutron-proton exchange contribution and
the summation over i includes two terms which correspond to the split of
the GDR in statically deformed nuclei, with oscillations along (i=1) and perpendicular (i=2) to the axis of rotational symmetry. Many microscopic and
macroscopic models have been devoted to the calculation of the GDR energies (EG ) and widths (ΓG ). Analytical ﬁts as a function of A and Z were
also used, e.g. in [166] and [430]. [371] employed the (hydrodynamic) droplet
model approach by [280] for EG , which gives an excellent ﬁt to the GDR
energies and can also predict the split of the resonance for deformed nuclei,
when making use of the deformation, calculated within the droplet model. In
that case, the two resonance energies are related to the mean value calculated
by the relations EG,1 + 2EG,2 = 3EG , EG,2 /EG,1 = 0.911η + 0.089 of [82]. η
is the ratio of the diameter along the nuclear symmetry axis to the diameter perpendicular to it, and can be obtained from the experimentally known
deformation or mass model predictions. Reference [80] also gives a detailed
description of the microscopic-macroscopic approach utilized to calculate ΓG ,
based on dissipation and the coupling to quadrupole surface vibrations. This
is the method applied to predict the gamma-transmission coeﬃcients for the
cross section determinations of [312]. An important aspect of the E1 strength
is related to so-called pygmy resonances at low energies, not following the
Lorentzian distribution [442]. This behavior is under investigation in microscopic treatments, i.e. within relativistic mean ﬁeld approaches [406,407,285].
The connection of energy and strength of the pygmy resonance as a function
of isospin and neutron skin of nuclei is still not fully understood. A full microscopic treatment with large scale QRPA calculations for the E1 strength has
also been performed [129] and implemented in statistical model calculations.
The accuracy of the extrapolations towards the driplines depends, similar to
mass predictions, on the quality of the microscopic model applied.
Level Densities. While the method as such is well seasoned, considerable
eﬀort has been put into the improvement of the input for statistical HauserFeshbach models. However, the nuclear level density has given rise to the
largest uncertainties in cross section determinations of [166,371,80]. For large
scale astrophysical applications it is also necessary to not only ﬁnd reliable
methods for level density predictions, but also computationally feasible ones.
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Such a model is the non-interacting Fermi-gas model. Most statistical
model calculations use the back-shifted Fermi-gas description of [122]. More
sophisticated Monte Carlo shell model calculations, e.g. by [87], as well as
combinatorial approaches [293], have shown excellent agreement with this
phenomenological approach and justiﬁed the application of the Fermi-gas description at and above the neutron separation energy. Rauscher, Thielemann,
and Kratz [311] applied an energy-dependent level density parameter a together with microscopic corrections from nuclear mass models, which led to
improved ﬁts in the mass range 20 ≤ A ≤ 245.
The back-shifted Fermi-gas description of [122] assumes an even distribution of odd and even parities.
ρ(U, J, π) =

1
F(U, J)ρ(U ),
2

(24)

with

√
√
1
π exp(2 aU )
2J + 1
−J(J + 1)
ρ(U ) = √
(25)
, F(U, J) =
exp
2
1/4
5/4
2σ
2σ 2
U
2πσ 12a

Θrigid U
2
2
,
Θrigid = mu AR2 ,
σ =
U =E−δ .
2
5
a
h̄

The spin dependence F is determined by the spin cut-oﬀ parameter σ. Thus,
the level density is dependent on only two parameters: the level density parameter a and the backshift δ, which determines the energy of the ﬁrst excited
state.
Within this framework, the quality of level density predictions depends
on the reliability of systematic estimates of a and δ. The ﬁrst compilation
for a large number of nuclei was provided by [122]. They found that the
backshift δ is well reproduced by experimental pairing corrections [69]. They
also were the ﬁrst to identify an empirical correlation with experimental shell
corrections S(Z, N )
a
= c0 + c1 S(Z, N ),
A

(26)

where S(Z, N ) is negative near closed shells. The back-shifted Fermi-gas approach diverges for U = 0 (i.e. E = δ, if δ is a positive backshift). In order
to obtain the correct behavior at very low excitation energies, the Fermi-gas
description can be combined with the constant temperature formula ([122],
[119] and references therein)
ρ(U ) ∝

exp(U/T )
T

.

(27)

The two formulations are matched by a tangential ﬁt determining T . There
have been a number of compilations for a and δ, or T , based on experimental
level densities, as e.g. [403,404]. An improved approach has to consider the
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energy dependence of the shell eﬀects, which are known to vanish at high
excitation energies, see e.g. [182]. Although, for astrophysical purposes only
energies close to the particle separation thresholds have to be considered, an
energy dependence can lead to a considerable improvement of the global ﬁt.
This is especially true for strongly bound nuclei close to magic numbers. An
excitation-energy dependent description was initially proposed by [181] for
the level density parameter a


f (U )
(28a)
a(U, Z, N ) = ã(A) 1 + C(Z, N )
U
ã(A) = αA + βA2/3
f (U ) = 1 − exp(−γU ).

(28b)
(28c)

The values of the free parameters α, β and γ are determined by ﬁtting to
experimental level density data available over the whole nuclear chart. The
shape of the function f (U ) permits the two extremes: (i) for small excitation
energies the original form of (26) a/A = α + αγC(Z, N ) is retained with
S(Z, N ) being replaced by C(Z, N ), (ii) for high excitation energies a/A
approaches the continuum value α, obtained for inﬁnite nuclear matter. In
both cases β was neglected, which is realistic as discussed below. Previous
attempts to ﬁnd a global description of level densities used shell corrections S
derived from comparison of liquid-drop masses with experiment (S ≡ Mexp −
MLD ) or the “empirical” shell corrections S(Z, N ) given by [122]. A problem
connected with the use of liquid-drop masses arises from the fact that there
are diﬀerent liquid-drop model parametrizations available in the literature
which produce quite diﬀerent values for S [255]. However, in addition, the
meaning of the correction parameter inserted into the level density formula
(28a) has to be reconsidered. The fact that nuclei approach a spherical shape
at high excitation energies (temperatures) has to be included. Therefore, the
correction parameter C should describe properties of a nucleus diﬀering from
the spherical macroscopic energy and contain those terms which are ﬁnite
for low and vanishing at higher excitation energies. The latter requirement
is mimicked by the form of (28a). Therefore, the parameter C(Z, N ) should
rather be identiﬁed with the so-called “microscopic” correction Emic than
with the shell correction. The mass of a nucleus with deformation  can then
be written in two ways
M () = Emic () + Emac (spherical)

(29a)

M () = Emac () + Es+p (),

(29b)

with Es+p being the shell-plus-pairing correction. This confusion about the
term “microscopic correction”, being sometimes used in an ambiguous way,
is also pointed out in [268]. The above mentioned ambiguity follows from the
inclusion of deformation-dependent eﬀects into the macroscopic part of the
mass formula. Another important ingredient is the pairing gap ∆, related to
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the backshift δ. Instead of assuming constant pairing as in [323]
√ or an often
applied ﬁxed dependence on the mass number via e.g. ±12/ A, the pairing
gap ∆ can be determined from diﬀerences in the binding energies (or mass
diﬀerences, respectively) of neighboring nuclei [413].
∆n (Z, N ) =

1
[M (Z, N − 1) + M (Z, N + 1) − 2M (Z, N )] ,
2

(30)

where ∆n is the neutron pairing gap and M (Z, N ) the ground state mass
excess of the nucleus (Z, N ). Similarly, the proton pairing gap ∆p can be
calculated.
This is still a phenomenological rather than a combinatorial approach
based on microscopic single-particle levels. As shown by a number of authors [300,293], the combinatorial approach is equivalent to a back-shifted
Fermi gas, provided the parameters are determined from consistent physics.
Thus, it is not surprising that fully microscopic approaches [89] give similar
uncertainties. An important eﬀect at low excitation energies can come from
the parity distribution of levels, deviating from the the assumption entering
(24). Recent results [284,266,267] are presently implemented into upcoming
reaction rate predictions.
Results. Reference [312] utilized the microscopic corrections of the Finite
Range Droplet Model FRDM mass formula [268], (using a folded Yukawa
shell model with Lipkin-Nogami pairing) in order to determine the parameter C(Z, N )=Emic . The backshift δ was calculated by setting δ(Z, N )=
1/2{∆n (Z, N ) + ∆p (Z, N )} and using (30). The parameters α, β, and γ were
obtained from a ﬁt to experimental data for s-wave neutron resonance spacings of 272 nuclei at the neutron separation energy. The data were taken
from the compilation by [182]. Similar investigations were recently undertaken by [255], who made, however, use of a slightly diﬀerent description of
the energy dependence of a and of diﬀerent pairing gaps.
As a quantitative overall estimate of the agreement between calculations
and experiments, one usually quotes the ratio
1
g≡

ρcalc
ρexp

2



1
ρi
= exp
ln calc
n i=1
ρiexp
n


2 1/2
,

(31)

with n being the number of nuclei for which level densities ρ are experimentally known. As best ﬁt we obtain an averaged ratio g = 1.48 with the
parameter values α = 0.1337, β = −0.06571, γ = 0.04884. This corresponds
to a/A = α = 0.134 for inﬁnite nuclear matter, which is approached for high
excitation energies. The ratios of experimental to predicted level densities
(i.e. theoretical to experimental level spacings D) for the nuclei considered
are shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, for the majority of nuclei the absolute
deviation is less than a factor of 2. This is a satisfactory improvement over
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Fig. 1. Ratio of predicted to experimental [182] level densities at the neutron separation energy. The deviation is less than a factor of 2 (dotted lines) for the majority
of the considered nuclei.

theoretical level densities used in previous astrophysical cross section calculations, where deviations of a factor 3–4, or even in excess of a factor of 10 were
found [for details see [80]]. Such a direct comparison as in Fig. 1 was rarely
shown in earlier work. In most cases the level density parameter a, entering
exponentially into the level density, was displayed. Although we quoted the
value of the parameter β above, it is small in comparison to α and can be set
to zero without considerable increase in the obtained deviation. Therefore,
actually only two parameters are needed for the level density description [311,
312].
Fully microscopic studies [89] are also becoming available by now. Their
agreement is presently comparable to the approach described here. With
these improvements, the uncertainty in the level density is now comparable to
uncertainties in optical potentials and gamma transmission coeﬃcients which
enter the determinations of capture cross sections. The remaining uncertainty
of extrapolations is the one due to the reliability of the nuclear structure
model applied far from stability which provides the microscopic corrections
and pairing gaps.
Applicability of the Statistical Model. Having a reliable level density
description also permits to analyze when and where the statistical model
approach is valid. Generally speaking, in order to apply the model correctly,
a suﬃciently large number of levels in the compound nucleus is needed in the
relevant energy range, which can act as doorway states to the formation of the
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Fig. 2. Stellar temperatures (in 109 K) for which the statistical model can be used.
Plotted is the compound nucleus of the neutron-induced reaction n+Target. Stable
nuclei are marked in the same grey-scale but with a light grey frame.

compound nucleus. In the following this is discussed for neutron-, proton- and
alpha-induced reactions with the aid of the level density approach presented
above. This section is intended to be a guide to a meaningful and correct
application of the statistical model.
Using the above eﬀective energy windows for charged and neutral particle
reactions from Sect. 2.1, a criterion for the applicability can be derived from
the level density. For a reliable application of the statistical model a suﬃcient
number of nuclear levels has to be within the energy window, thus contributing to the reaction rate. For narrow, isolated resonances, the cross sections
(and also the reaction rates) can be represented by a sum over individual
Breit-Wigner terms. The main question is whether the density of resonances
(i.e. level density) is high enough so that the integral over the sum of BreitWigner resonances may be approximated by an integral over the statistcial
model expressions of (17), which assume that at any bombarding energy a
resonance of any spin and parity is available (see [409]).
Numerical test calculations have been performed by Rauscher et al. (1997)
in order to ﬁnd the average number of levels per energy window which is sufﬁcient to allow this substitution in the speciﬁc case of folding over a MB
distribution. To achieve 20% accuracy, about 10 levels in total are needed
in the eﬀective energy window in the worst case (non-overlapping, narrow
resonances). This relates to a number of s-wave levels smaller than 3. Application of the statistical model for a level density which is not suﬃciently
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Fig. 3. Stellar temperatures (in 109 ) for which the statistical model can be used.
Plotted is the compound nucleus of the proton-induced reaction p+Target. Stable
nuclei are marked as in the previous ﬁgure.

large, results in general in an overestimation of the actual cross section, unless a strong s-wave resonance is located right in the energy window [see the
discussion in [400]]. Therefore, we will assume in the following a conservative
limit of 10 contributing resonances in the eﬀective energy window for charged
and neutral particle-induced reactions.
To obtain the necessary number of levels within the energy window of
width ∆ can require a suﬃciently high excitation energy, as the level density
increases with energy. This combines with the thermal distribution of projectiles to a minimum temperature for the application of the statistical model.
Those temperatures are plotted in a logarithmic grey scale in Figs. 2–3. For
neutron-induced reactions Fig. 2 applies, Fig. 3 describes proton-induced reactions. Plotted is always the minimum stellar temperature T9 (in 109 K)
at the location of the compound nucleus in the nuclear chart. It should be
noted that the derived temperatures will not change considerably, even when
changing the required level number within a factor of about two, because of
the exponential dependence of the level density on the excitation energy.
This permits to read directly from the plot whether the statistical model
cross section can be “trusted” for a speciﬁc astrophysical application at a
speciﬁed temperature or whether single resonances or other processes (e.g.
direct reactions) have also to be considered. These plots can give hints on
when it is safe to use the statistical model approach and which nuclei have to
be treated with special attention for speciﬁc temperatures. Thus, information
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on which nuclei might be of special interest for an experimental investigation
may also be extracted. The general information can be taken that neutroninduced reactions are problematic close to the neutron drip-line and protoninduced reactions close to the proton drip-line. This is simply due to the
very low excitation energy at which the compound nucleus is formed in such
reactions. Alpha-induced reactions, not plotted here (but see [311], have very
similar reaction Q-values accross the nuclear chart and therefore it is in most
cases safe to apply the statistical model.

4

Weak-Interaction Rates

This section presents a discussion on recent progress in electron capture and
beta decay rates via large scale shell model calculations and for neutrinoinduced reactions in general. Pure decay studies for heavy nuclei, where shell
model calculations are presently not yet feasable and large scale QRPA calculations are employed, have been addressed in Sect. 1.1 (decays) and in the
experimental Sect. 2 as well.
4.1

Electron Capture and Beta-Decay

For densities ρ ≤ 1011 g/cm3 , stellar weak-interaction processes are dominated by Gamow-Teller (GT) and, if applicable, by Fermi transitions. (One
distinguishes between GT+ transitions, where a proton is changed into a
neutron, and GT− transitions, where a neutron is changed into a proton.
Electron capture is sensitive to the GT+ strength, while ordinary β decay
depends on the GT− distribution.) At higher densities forbidden transitions
have to be included as well. To understand the requirements for the nuclear
models to describe these processes (mainly electron capture), it is quite useful to recognize that electron capture is governed by two energy scales: the
electron chemical potential (or Fermi energy) µe , which grows like ρ1/3 , and
the nuclear Q-value. As is sketched in Fig. 4, µe grows much faster than
the Q values of the abundant nuclei. We can conclude that at low densities,
where one has µe ∼ Q (i.e. during late hydrostatic burning), the capture rate
will be very sensitive to the phase space and requires an accurate as possible
description of the detailed GT+ distribution of the nuclei involved. Furthermore, the ﬁnite temperature in the star requires the implicit consideration of
capture on excited nuclear states, for which the GT distribution can be different than for the ground state. As we will demonstrate below, modern shell
model calculations are capable to describe GT+ rather well and are therefore
the appropriate tool to calculate the weak-interaction rates for those nuclei
(A ∼ 50 − 65) which are relevant at such densities. At higher densities, when
µe is suﬃciently larger than the respective nuclear Q values, the capture rate
becomes less sensitive to the detailed GT+ distribution and is mainly only
dependent on the total GT strength. Thus, less sophisticated nuclear models might be suﬃcient. However, one is facing a nuclear structure problem
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Fig. 4. Sketch of the various energy scales related to electron capture on protons
and nuclei as a function of densitiy during a supernova core collapse simulation.
Shown are the chemical potential / Fermi energy of electrons, the Q-values for
electron capture on free protons (constant) and the average Q-value for electron
capture on nuclei for the given composition at each density.

which has been overcome only very recently. We come back to it below, after
we have discussed the calculations of weak-interaction rates within the shell
model and their implications to presupernova models.
The general formalism to calculate weak interaction rates for stellar environment has been given by Fuller, Fowler and Newman (FFN) [113–116].
These authors also estimated the stellar electron capture and beta-decay rates
systematically for nuclei in the mass range A = 20 − 60 based on the independent particle model and on data, whenever available. In recent years this
pioneering and seminal work has been replaced by rates based on large-scale
shell model calculations. At ﬁrst, Oda et al. derived such rates for sd-shell nuclei (A = 17−39) and found rather good agreement with the FFN rates [289].
Similar calculations for pf -shell nuclei had to wait until signiﬁcant progress
in shell model diagonalization, mainly due to Etienne Caurier, allowed calculations in either the full pf shell or at such a truncation level that the
GT distributions were virtually converged. It has been demonstrated in [70]
that the shell model reproduces all measured GT+ distributions very well and
gives a very reasonable account of the experimentally known GT− distributions. Further, the lifetimes of the nuclei and the spectroscopy at low energies
is simultaneously also described well. Charge-exchange measurements using
the (d,2 He) reaction at intermediate energies allow now for an experimental
determination of the GT+ strength distribution with an energy resolution of
about 150 keV. Figure 5 compares the experimental GT+ strength for 51 V,
measured at the KVI in Groningen [16], with shell model predictions. It can
be concluded that modern shell model approaches have the necessary pre-
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the measured V(d, He) Ti cross section at forward angles
(which is proportional to the GT+ strength) with the shell model GT distribution
in 51 V (from [16]).

dictive power to reliably estimate stellar weak interaction rates. Such rates
have been presented in [223,224]. for more than 100 nuclei in the mass range
A = 45-65. The rates have been calculated for the same temperature and
density grid as the standard FFN compilations [114,115]. An electronic table of the rates is available [224]. Importantly one ﬁnds that the shell model
electron capture rates are systematically smaller than the FFN rates. The
diﬀerence is particularly large for capture on odd-odd nuclei which have been
previously assumed to dominate electron capture in the early stage of the collapse [19]. The diﬀerences are related to an insuﬃcient treatment of pairing
in the FFN parametrization, as discussed in [223].
4.2

Neutrino-Induced Reactions

While elastic scattering of neutrinos on nuclei is important for neutrino opacities to describe the leakage and escape of neutrinos, neutrino-induced reactions on nuclei can also play a role at high densities during the stellar collapse
and explosion phase in causing composition changes [145]. Note that during
the collapse only νe neutrinos are present. Thus, charged-current reactions
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Fig. 6. Cross sections for inelastic neutrino scattering on nuclei at ﬁnite temperature. The temperatures are given in MeV (from [334]).

A(νe , e− )A are strongly blocked by the large electron chemical potential [50,
333]. Inelastic neutrino scattering on nuclei can compete with νe +e− scattering at higher neutrino energies Eν ≥ 20 MeV [50]. At such energies forbidden
transitions can contribute noticeably to the cross sections. Finite-temperature
eﬀects play an important role for inelastic ν + A scattering below Eν ≤ 10
MeV. This comes about as nuclear states, which are connected to the ground
state and low-lying excited states by modestly strong GT transitions and
increased phase space, get thermally excited. As a consequence the cross
sections are signiﬁcantly increased for low neutrino energies at ﬁnite temperature and might be comparable to inelastic νe + e− scattering [334]. Thus,
inelastic neutrino-nucleus scattering, which is so far neglected in collapse
simulations, should be implemented in such studies. This is in particular
motivated by the fact that it has been demonstrated that electron capture
on nuclei dominates during the collapse and that this mode generates signiﬁcantly less energetic neutrinos than considered previously (see below).
Examples for inelastic neutrino-nucleus cross sections are shown in Fig. 6. A
reliable estimate for these cross sections requires the knowledge of the GT0
strength. Shell model predictions imply that the GT0 centroid resides at excitation energies around 10 MeV and is independent of the pairing structure
of the ground state [387,334]. Finite temperature eﬀects become unimportant
for stellar inelastic neutrino-nucleus cross sections once the neutrino energy
is large enough to reach the GT0 centroid, i.e. for Eν ≥ 10 MeV.
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Fig. 7. Burning timescales for fuel destruction of He-, C-, and O-burning as a
function of temperature. A 100% fuel mass fraction was assumed. The factor
i
Ni,i
= Ni /Ni ! cancels for the destruction of identical particles by fusion reactions, as Ni =2. For He-burning the destruction of three identical particles has to
i
be considered, which changes the leading factor Ni,i,i
to 1/2. The density-dependent
burning timescales are labeled with the chosen typical density. They scale linearly
for C- and O-burning and quadraticly for He-burning. Notice that the almost constant He-burning timescale beyond T9 =1 has the eﬀect that eﬃcient destruction on
explosive timescales can only be attained for high densities.

5

Explosive Burning Processes

General aspects of explosive burning have been already discussed in Sect. 1.3.
Before we enter a detailed description of explosive events in single and binary
stellar systems in Sect. 8, we want to give a preview of explosive burning
processes applicable to such events.
Burning timescales in stellar evolution are dictated by the energy loss
timescales of stellar environments. Processes like hydrogen and helium burning, where the stellar energy loss is dominated by the photon luminosity,
choose temperatures with energy generation rates equal to the radiation
losses. For the later burning stages neutrino losses play the dominant role
among cooling processes and the burning timescales are determined by temperatures where neutrino losses are equal to the energy generation rate. Explosive events are determined by hydrodynamics, causing diﬀerent temperatures and timescales for the burning of available fuel. We can generalize the
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Fig. 8. Burning timescales for fuel destruction of Ne- and Si-burning as a function
of temperature. These are burning phases initiated by photodisintegrations and
therefore not density-dependent.

question by deﬁning a burning timescale according to (11) for the destruction
of the major fuel nuclei i
τi = |

Yi
|.
Ẏi

(32)

These timescales for the fuels (i ∈ H, He, C, Ne, O, Si) are determined
by the major destruction reaction. They are in all cases temperature dependent. If this dominating reaction is a decay or photodisintegration process, the timescale does not depend on density. This applies to Ne- and Siburning, which are dominated by (γ, α) destructions of 20 Ne and 28 Si. Here
the timescales are only determined by the burning temperatures. If the dominating reaction is (i) a two-particle or (ii) a three-particle fusion reaction,
they have an inverse (i) linear or (ii) quadratic density dependence. Thus,
in the burning stages which involve a fusion process, the density dependence
is linear, with the exception of He-burning, where it is quadratic due to the
triple-alpha reaction. The temperature dependences are typically exponential, due to the functional form of the corresponding NA < σv > expressions.
We have plotted these burning timescales as a function of temperature (see
Figs. 7 and 8), assuming a fuel mass fraction of 1. The curves for (also) density dependent burning processes are labeled with a typical density. If we take
typical explosive burning timescales to be of the order of seconds (e.g. in su-
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penovae), we see that one requires temperatures to burn essential parts of the
fuel in excess of 4×109 K (Si-burning), 3.3×109 K (O-burning), 2.1×109 K
(Ne-burning), and 1.9×109 K (C-burning). Beyond 109 K He-burning is determined by an almost constant burning timescale. We see that essential
destruction on a time scale of 1s is only possible for densities ρ>105 gcm−3 .
This is usually not encountered in He-shells of massive stars. In a similar way
explosive H-burning is not of relevance for massive stars, but important for
explosive burning in accreted H-envelopes in binary stellar evolution.
5.1

Explosive H-Burning

The major destruction of hydrogen in hydrostatic burning occurs via the
pp-chain(s), initiated by 1 H(p, e+ νe )2 H, and the CNO cycle which converts
1
H into 4 He by a sequence of (p, γ) and (p, α) reactions on C, N, and O
isotopes and subsequent beta-decays. Higher temperatures can enhance the
reaction rates of charged-particle captures which depend on the penetration
of Coulomb barriers. This can speed up the reactions following 1 H(p, e+ νe )2 H
and convert the pp-chains to the so-called hot pp-chains [419], which convert
2
H to CNO isotopes. However, this speeds up only the explosive burning of
pre-existing 2 H, the destruction of the fuel 1 H is dependent on the weak
reaction 1 H(p, e+ νe )2 H which enforces long timecales. In the hydrostatic
CNO-cycle the reaction 14 N(p, γ)15 O is the slowest reaction. Higher temperatures can speed up this fusion reaction (and the reaction 13 N(p,γ)14 O
which then wins over the 13 N beta-decay) and lead to the hot CNO-cycle
12
C(p,γ)13 N(p,γ)14 O(e+ ν)14 N(p,γ)15 O(e+ ν). But also this cycle is limited by
the beta-decay half-lives of 14 O and 15 O (of the order of minutes) and does
not permit H-destruction on the timescale of seconds. The latter can only
occur when nuclei above Ne are produced and a sequence of proton captures
and (very fast) beta-decays close to the proton drip-line converts hydrogen to
heavy nuclei in the so-called rp-process (rapid proton capture process). Such
a process can be ignited in high density environments, where the pressure is
dominated by the degenerate electron gas and shows no temperature dependence. This prevents a stable and controlled burning, leading therefore to a
thermonuclear runaway. While the ignition is always based on pp-reactions
(as in solar hydrogen burning), the runaway leads to the hot CNO-cycle,
branching out partially via 15 N(p,γ)16 O(p,γ) 17 F(e+ ν) 17 O(p,γ)18 F...
In essentially all nuclei below Ca, a proton capture reaction on the nucleus (Zeven –1,N =Zeven ) produces the compound nucleus above the alphaparticle threshold and permits a (p,α) reaction. This is typically not the case
for (Zeven –1,N =Zeven –1) due to the smaller proton separation energy and
leads to hot CNO-type cycles above Ne (see Fig. 11 in [376]). There is one
exception, Zeven =10, where the reaction 18 F(p,α) is possible, avoiding 19 F
and a possible leak via 19 F(p,γ) into the NeNaMg-cycle. This has the eﬀect
that only alpha induced reactions like 15 O(α, γ) can aid a break-out from the
hot CNO-cycle to heavier nuclei beyond Ne [421]. Break-out reactions from
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the hot CNO-type cycles above Ne proceed typically via proton captures
on the nucleus (Zeven ,N =Zeven -1) and permits a faster build-up of heavier
nuclei [376,324]. They occur at temperatures of about 3 × 108 K, while the
alpha-induced break-out from the hot CNO-cycle itself is delayed to about
4 × 108 K. Maximum temperatures of the range 3 × 108 K provide major
nucleosynthesis yields of hot CNO-products like 15 N and speciﬁc nuclei between Ne and Si/S, which are based on the processing of pre-existing Ne (see
the discussion in Fig. 9). Once the hot CNO-cycle, and higher cycles beyond
Ne, have generated suﬃcient amounts of energy in order to surpass temperatures of ∼4×108 K, alpha-induced reactions lead to a break-out from the
hot CNO-cycle. This provides new fuel for reactions beyond Ne, leading to
a further increase in temperature and subsequently also helium burns explosively in a thermonuclear runaway [336,337]. In the next stage of the ignition
process also He is burned via the 3α-reaction 4 He(2α, γ)12 C, ﬁlling the CNO
reservoir, and the αp-process (a sequence of (α,p) and (p,γ) reactions [410])
sets in. It produces nuclei up to Ca and provides seed nuclei for hydrogen
burning via the rp-process (proton captures and beta-decays). Processing of
the αp-process and rp-process up to and beyond 56 Ni is shown in Fig. 25.
Certain nuclei play the role of long waiting points in the reaction ﬂux, where
long beta-decay half-lives dominate the ﬂow, either competing with slow (α,p)
reactions or negligible (p,γ) reactions, because they are inhibited by inverse
photodisintegrations for the given temperatures. Such nuclei were identiﬁed
as 25 Si (τ1/2 = 0.22 s), 29 S (0.187 s), 34 Ar (0.844 s), 38 Ca (0.439 s). The bottle
neck at 56 Ni can only be bridged for minimum temperatures around 109 K
(in order to overcome the Coulomb barrier for proton capture) and maximum temperatures below 2 × 109 K (in order to avoid photodisintegrations),
combined with high densities exceeding 106 gcm−3 which support the capture
process [336,321]. If this bottle neck can be overcome, other waiting points like
64
Ge (64 s), 68 Se (96 s), 74 Kr (17 s) seem to be hard to pass. However, partially
temperature dependent half-lives (due to excited state population), or mostly
2p-capture reactions via an intermediate proton-unstable nucleus (introduced
in [127] and applied in [336]) can help. The ﬁnal endpoint of the rp-process
was found recently [337], to be caused by a closed reaction cycle in the SnSb-Te region due to increasing alpha-instability of heavy proton-rich nuclei.
5.2

Explosive He-Burning

Explosive He-burning is characterized by the same reactions as hydrostatic
He-burning, producing 12 C and 16 O. Figure 7 indicates that even for temperatures beyond 109 K high densities (>105 gcm−3 ) are required to burn
essential amounts of He. This would cause major fuel distruction only in (electron) degenerate high density environments like white dwarfs with unburned
He. Such environments are envisioned in sub-Chandrasekhar mass type Ia supernovae [239,131], but observations do not favor such models [161,288,286].
During the passage of a 1051 erg (type II) supernova shockfront through the
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Fig. 9. The hot CNO-cycle incorporates three proton captures, (12 C, 13 N, 14 N), two
β + -decays (14,15 O) and one (p, α)-reaction (15 N). In a steady ﬂow of reactions the
long beta-decay half-lives are responsible for high abundances of 15,14 N (from 15,14 O
decay) in nova ejecta. From Ne to Ca, cycles similar to the hot CNO exist, based always on alpha-nuclei like 20 Ne, 24 Mg etc. The exception is the (not completed) cycle
based on 16 O, due to 18 F(p,α)15 O, which provides a reaction path back into the hot
CNO-cycle. Thus, in order to proceed from C to heavier nuclei, alpha-induced CNO
break-outs are required. The shown ﬂow pattern, which includes alpha-induced reactions, applies for temperatures in the range 4-8×108 K. Smaller temperatures
permit already processing of pre-existing Ne via hot CNO-type cycles. This leads
to the typical nova abundance pattern with 15,14 N enhancements, combined with
speciﬁc isotopes up to about Si or even Ca. If the white dwarf is an ONeMg rather
than CO white dwarf, containing Ne and Mg in its initial composition resulting from
carbon rather than helium burning, the latter feature is speciﬁcally recognizable.
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He-burning zones of a massive 25M star, maximum temperatures of only (69)×108 K are attained and the amount of He burned is negligible. However,
neutron sources like 22 Ne(α, n)25 Mg [or 13 C(α, n)16 O], which sustain an sprocess neutron ﬂux in hydrostatic burning, release a large neutron ﬂux under
explosive conditions. This leads to partial destruction of 22 Ne and the buildup of 25,26 Mg via 22 Ne(α, n)25 Mg(n, γ)26 Mg. Similarly, 18 O and 13 C are destroyed by alpha-induced reactions. This releases neutrons with Yn ≈ 2×10−9
at a density of ≈ 8.3×103 gcm−3 , corresponding to nn ≈1019 cm−3 for about
0.2s, and causes neutron processing [394,370,373,79]. This is, however, not an
r-process [168,314].
5.3

Explosive C- and Ne-Burning

The main burning products of explosive neon burning are 16 O, 24 Mg, and
Si, synthesized via the reactions 20 Ne(γ, α)16 O or 20 Ne(α, γ)24 Mg(α, γ)28 Si,
similar to the hydrostatic case. The mass zones in supernovae which undergo
explosive neon burning must have peak temperatures in excess of 2.1×109 K.
They undergo a combined version of explosive neon and carbon burning
(see Figs. 7 and 8). Mass zones which experience temperatures in excess
of 1.9×109 K will undergo explosive carbon burning, as long as carbon fuel
is available. This is often not the case in type II supernovae originating from
massive stars. Besides the major abundances, mentioned above, explosive
neon burning supplies also substantial amounts of 27 Al, 29 Si, 32 S, 30 Si, and
31
P. Explosive carbon burning contributes in addition the nuclei 20 Ne, 23 Na,
24
Mg, 25 Mg, and 26 Mg. Many nuclei in the mass range 20<A<30 can be
reproduced in solar proportions. This was conﬁrmed for realistic stellar conditions [275,438,375,377,314]. As photodisintegrations become important in
explosive Ne-burning, also heavier pre-existing nuclei in such burning shells,
from previous s- or r-processing (originating from prior stellar evolution or
earlier stellar generations), can undergo e.g. (γ, n) or (γ, α) reactions. These
can produce rare proton-rich stable isotopes of heavy elements in the so-called
p- or gamma-process [435,316,169,317,314,13].
28

5.4

Explosive O-Burning

Temperatures in excess of roughly 3.3 × 109 K lead to a quasi-equilibrium
(QSE) in the lower QSE-cluster which extends over the range 28<A<45 in
mass number, while the path to heavier nuclei is blocked by small Q-values
and reaction cross sections for reactions out of closed shell nuclei with Z or
N =20 [429,157,158]. A full NSE with dominant abundances in the Fe-group
cannot be attained. The main burning products are 28 Si, 32 S, 36 Ar, 40 Ca,
38
Ar, and 34 S, while 33 S, 39 K, 35 Cl, 42 Ca, and 37 Ar have mass fractions of
less than 10−2 . In zones with temperatures close to 4 × 109 K there exists
some contamination by the Fe-group nuclei 54 Fe, 56 Ni, 52 Fe, 58 Ni, 55 Co, and
57
Ni.
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The abundance distribution within the QSE-cluster is determined by alpha, neutron, and proton abundances. Because electron captures during explosive processing are negligible, the original neutron excess stays unaltered
and ﬁxes the neutron to proton ratio. Under those conditions the resulting
composition is dependent only on the alpha to neutron ratio at
freeze-out. An
extensive study [429] noted that with a neutron excess η(= i (Ni − Zi )Yi )
of 2 × 10−3 the solar ratios of 39 K/35 Cl, 40 Ca/36 Ar, 36 Ar/32 S, 37 Cl/35 Cl,
38
Ar/ 34 S, 42 Ca/38 Ar, 41 K/39 K, and 37 Cl/33 S are attained within a factor
of 2 for freeze-out temperatures in the range (3.1 − 3.9) × 109 K. This is the
typical neutron excess resulting from solar CNO-abundances, which are ﬁrst
transformed into 14 N in H-burning and then into 22 Ne in He-burning via
14
N(α, γ)18 F(β + )18 O(α, γ)22 Ne, while for lower values of the neutron excess
(as expected for stars of lower metallicity) essentially only the alpha nuclei
28
Si, 32 S, 36 Ar, 40 Ca are produced in suﬃcient amounts. This aﬀects element
abundances and causes an odd-even staggering in Z. There exist extensive
discussions of such results in supernova models [378,375,377,162,187,44,368,
372].
5.5

Explosive Si-Burning

Zones which experience temperatures in excess of 4.0–5.0×109 K undergo
explosive Si-burning. For T > 5 × 109 K essentially all Coulomb barriers can
be overcome and a nuclear statistical equilibrium is established. Such temperatures lead to complete Si-exhaustion and produce Fe-group nuclei. The
doubly-magic nucleus 56 Ni, with the largest binding energy per nucleon for
N =Z, is formed with a dominant abundance in the Fe-group in case Ye is
larger than 0.49. Explosive Si-burning can be divided into three diﬀerent
regimes: (i) incomplete Si-burning and complete Si-burning with either (ii)
a normal or (iii) an alpha-rich freeze-out. Which of the three regimes is encountered depends on the peak temperatures and densities attained during
the passage of a supernova shock/burning front [429] shown in Fig. 10). One
recognizes that the mass zones of SNe Ia and SNe II experience diﬀerent
regions of complete Si-burning [378,375,377,162,187,44,368,372].
At high temperatures in complete Si-burning or also during a normal
freeze-out, the abundances are in a full NSE and given by (13). An alpha-rich
freeze-out is caused by the inability of the triple-alpha reaction 4 He(2α, γ)12 C,
transforming 4 He into 12 C, and the 4 He(αn, γ)9 Be reaction, to keep light
nuclei like n, p, and 4 He, and intermediate mass nuclei beyond A=12 in an
NSE during declining temperatures, when the densities are small. The latter
enter quadratically for these rates, causing during the fast expansion and
cooling in explosive events a large alpha abundance after charged particle
freeze-out, which shifts the QSE groups to heavier nuclei, tranforming e.g.
56
Ni, 57 Ni, and 58 Ni into 60 Zn, 61 Zn, and 62 Zn [158].
This also leads to a slow supply of carbon nuclei still during freeze-out,
leaving traces of alpha nuclei, 32 S, 36 Ar, 40 Ca, 44 Ti, 48 Cr, and 52 Fe, which
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w7(SN Ia)
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10

Fig. 10. Division of the ρmax − Tmax -plane for adiabatic expansions from ρmax and
Tmax with an adiabatic index of 4/3 and a hydrodynamic timescale equal to the free
fall timescale. Conditions separate into incomplete and complete Si-burning with
normal and alpha-rich freeze-out. Contour lines of constant 4 He mass fractions in
complete burning are given for levels of 1 and 10%. They coincide with lines of
constant radiation entropy per gram of matter. For comparision also the maximum
ρ − T -conditions of individual mass zones in type Ia and type II supernovae are
indicated.

did not fully make their way up to 56 Ni. Figure 11 shows this eﬀect, typical for SNe II, as a function of remaining alpha-particle mass fraction after
freeze-out. The major NSE nuclei 56 Ni, 57 Ni, and 58 Ni get depleted when the
remaining alpha fraction increases, while all other species mentioned above
increase.
Incomplete Si-burning is characterized by peak temperatures of (4–5) ×
109 K. Temperatures are not high enough for an eﬃcient bridging of the bottle
neck above the proton magic number Z = 20 by nuclear reactions. Besides
the dominant fuel nuclei 28 Si and 32 S we ﬁnd the alpha-nuclei 36 Ar and 40 Ca
being most abundant. Partial leakage through the bottle neck above Z=20
produces 56 Ni and 54 Fe as dominant abundances in the Fe-group. Smaller
amounts of 52 Fe, 58 Ni, 55 Co, and 57 Ni are encountered.
The discussion above focussed mostly on conditions for Ye ≈ 0.5. The results can vary strongly with more proton or more neutron rich environments,
which also has an inﬂuence on Figs. 10 and 11. Explosive Si-burning occurs
in type Ia as well as type II supernovae, and both environments encounter
physical eﬀects which can alter Ye drastically (electron captures at high densities and temperatures in SNe Ia as well as II, neutrino-induced reactions
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Fig. 11. Display of the composition up to Cr and from Mn to Ni (after decay)
as a function of remaining alpha mass-fraction XHe from an alpha-rich freeze-out.
Lighter nuclei, being produced by alpha-captures from a remaining alpha reservoir,
have larger abundances for more pronounced alpha-rich freeze-outs.

on nucleons and nuclei in SNe II). The basic recipe for SN Ia explosions
is simple. A white dwarf in a binary system, growing towards the limiting
Chandrasekhar mass, contracts and ignites under degenerate (electron gas)
conditions, causing a thermonuclear runaway and an explosion and complete
disruption of the white dwarf. This topic will not be discussed in this review, as the resulting nucleosynthesis does still lead to nuclei close to the
stability line [187,44,372]. All explosive burning phases outlined above will
be discussed in more detail for a number of astrophysicsl events in Sects. 6
through 8.
5.6

The r-Process

The r-process is an application of explosive Si-burning for either extreme
conditions in Ye and/or the entropy of the matter involved. The operation
of an r-process is characterized by the fact that 10 to 100 neutrons per seed
nucleus (in the Fe-peak or somewhat beyond) have to be available to form
all heavier r-process nuclei by neutron capture. For a composition of Fegroup
nuclei and free neutrons that

translates into a neutron excess of η =
(N
−
Z
)Y
=
0.4-0.7
or
Y
=
i
i i
e
i
i Zi Yi = 0.15–0.3. Such a high neutron
excess can only by obtained if weak interactions play a major role either via
electron capture or neutrino absorption on nucleons and nuclei. In the case
of electron capture one needs energetic electrons (on protons or nuclei) which
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have to overcome large negative Q-values. This can be achieved by degenerate
electrons with large Fermi energies and requires a compression to densities
of 1011 − 1012 gcm−3 , with a beta equilibrium between electron captures and
β − -decays [68] as found in neutron star matter [256,109].
Another option is an extremely alpha-rich freeze-out in complete
Si-burning with moderate neutron excesses η and Ye ’s. After the freeze-out of
charged particle reactions in matter which expands from high temperatures
but relatively low densities, 70, 80, 90 or 95% of all matter can be locked
into 4 He with N =Z. Figure 10 showed the onset of such an extremely alpharich freeze-out by indicating contour lines for He mass fractions of 1 and
10%. These contour lines correspond to T93 /ρ=const, which is proportional
to the entropy per gram of matter of a radiation dominated gas. Thus, the
radiation entropy per gram of baryons can be used as a measure of the ratio
between the remaining He mass-fraction and heavy nuclei. Similarly, the ratio
of neutrons to Fe-group (or heavier) nuclei (i.e. the neutron to seed ratio) is a
function of entropy and permits for high entropies, with large remaining He
and neutron abundances and small heavy seed abundances, neutron captures
which proceed to form the heaviest r-process nuclei [434,258,364,436,163,164,
108,412,383,367]).
A diﬀerent situation surfaces for maximum temperatures below freeze-out
conditions for charged particle reactions with Fe-group nuclei. Then reactions
among light nuclei which release neutrons, like (α, n) reactions on 13 C and
22
Ne, can sustain a neutron ﬂux. The constraint of having 10-100 neutrons
per heavy nucleus, in order to attain r-process conditions, can only be met
by small abundances of Fe-group nuclei. Such conditions were expected when
a shock front passes the He-burning shell and enhances the 22 Ne(α, n) reaction by orders of magnitude. However, it was shown [79,314] that this neutron source is not strong enough for an r-process in realistic stellar models.
Research, based on additional neutron release via inelastic neutrino scattering [95], can also not produce neutron densities which are required for such
a process to operate [431,259].
For a number of years r-process calculations independent of a speciﬁc
astrophysical site, and just based on the goal to ﬁnd the required neutron
number densities and temperatures which can reproduce the solar abundance
pattern of heavy elements, have been performed [214,216,376,73,43,108,81,
301,339]. They, together with applications to the astrophysical sites listed
above, will be discussed in Sect. 7.

6

Core Collapse Supernovae

The 12 C(α, γ)16 O reaction causes large uncertainties in stellar evolution and
for the pre-supernova models [100,66,65,24,51,440,441,15,219,52,53,386,98].
However, also the treatment of convection in stellar evolution is not a settled
one, especially the issue of overshooting and semiconvection. This has an
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inﬂuence on the possible growth of the He-burning core, which causes mixing
in of fresh He at higher temperatures, and consequently also enhances the
O/C ratio. Stellar evolution calculations [228] showed that the total amount
of 16 O can also vary by almost a factor of 3, for the extreme choices of
the semi-convection parameter. The resulting properties in terms of size and
composition of the stellar core after He-burning have a strong inﬂuence on
all subsequent burning stages [314,148,432].
At the end of hydrostatic burning, a massive star consists of concentric
shells that are the remnants of its previous burning phases (hydrogen, helium,
carbon, neon, oxygen, silicon). Iron is the ﬁnal stage of nuclear fusion in
hydrostatic burning, as the synthesis of any heavier element from lighter
elements does not release energy; rather, energy must be used up. If the iron
core, formed in the center of the massive star, exceeds the Chandrasekhar
mass limit of about 1.44 solar masses (or up to about 30% larger values in
case of not fully degenerate conditions in massive stars), electron degeneracy
pressure cannot longer stabilize the core and it collapses, starting what is
called a core collapse supernova (in most cases if the hydrogen envelope was
not lost during stellar evolution this coincides with a type II supernova). In its
aftermath a central neutron star or black hole is formed and the surrounding
shells are ejected into the Interstellar Medium. Although this general picture
has been conﬁrmed by the various observations from supernova SN1987A,
simulations of the core collapse and the explosion are still far from being
completely understood and robustly modelled. To improve the input which
goes into the simulation of type II supernovae and to improve the models
and their numerical simulations is a very active research ﬁeld at various
institutions worldwide.
The collapse is very sensitive to the entropy and to the number of leptons
per baryon, Ye [30]. In turn these two quantities are mainly determined by
weak interaction processes, electron capture and β decay. First, in the early
stage of the collapse Ye is reduced as it is energetically favorable to capture
electrons, which at the densities involved have Fermi energies of a few MeV,
on (Fe-peak) nuclei. This reduces the electron pressure, thus accelerating the
collapse, and shifts the distribution of nuclei present in the core to more
neutron-rich material. Second, many of the nuclei present can also β decay.
While this process is quite unimportant compared to electron capture for
initial Ye values around 0.5, it becomes increasingly competative for neutronrich nuclei due to an increase in phase space related to larger Qβ values.
6.1

General Picture

Electron capture, β decay and photodisintegration cost the core energy and
reduce its electron density. As a consequence, the collapse is accelerated.
An important change in the physics of the collapse occurs, as the density
reaches ρtrap ≈ 4 · 1011 g/cm3 . Then neutrinos are essentially trapped in the
core, as their diﬀusion time (due to coherent elastic scattering on nuclei) be-
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comes larger than the collapse time [31]. After neutrino trapping, the collapse
proceeds homologously [126], until nuclear densities (ρN ≈ 1014 g/cm3 ) are
reached. As nuclear matter has a ﬁnite compressibility, the homologous core
decelerates and bounces in response to the increased nuclear matter pressure;
this eventually drives an outgoing shock wave into the outer core; i.e. the envelope of the iron core outside the homologous core, which in the meantime
has continued to fall inwards at supersonic speed. The core bounce with the
formation of a shock wave is believed to be the mechanism that triggers a supernova explosion, but several ingredients of this physically appealing picture
and the actual mechanism of a supernova explosion are still uncertain and
controversial. If the shock wave is strong enough not only to stop the collapse,
but also to explode the outer burning shells of the star, one speaks about the
‘prompt mechanism’ [424]. However, it appears as if the energy available to
the shock is not suﬃcient, and the shock will store its energy in the outer
core, for example, by dissociation of nuclei into nucleons. Furthermore, this
change in composition results to additional energy losses, as the electron capture rate on free protons is signiﬁcantly larger than on neutron-rich nuclei
due to the smaller Q-values involved. This leads to a further neutronization
of the matter. Part of the neutrinos produced by the capture on the free
protons behind the shock leave the star carrying away energy.
After the core bounce, a compact remnant is left behind. Depending on
the stellar mass, this is either a neutron star (masses roughly smaller than 30
solar masses) or a black hole. The neutron star remnant is very lepton-rich
(electrons and neutrinos), the latter being trapped as their mean free paths in
the dense matter is signiﬁcantly shorter than the radius of the neutron star. It
takes a fraction of a second [57] for the trapped neutrinos to diﬀuse out, giving
most of their energy to the neutron star during that process and heating it up.
The cooling of the protoneutron star then proceeds by pair production of neutrinos of all three generations which diﬀuse out. After several tens of seconds
the star becomes transparent to neutrinos and the neutrino luminosity drops
signiﬁcantly [56]. In the ‘delayed mechanism’, the shock wave can be revived
by the outward diﬀusing neutrinos, which carry most of the energy set free
in the gravitational collapse of the core [57] and deposit some of this energy
in the layers between the nascent neutron star and the stalled prompt shock.
This lasts for a few 100 ms, and requires about 1% of the neutrino energy to
be converted into nuclear kinetic energy. The energy deposition increases the
pressure behing the shock and the respective layers begin to expand, leaving
between shock front and neutron star surface a region of low density, but
rather high temperature. This region is called the ‘hot neutrino bubble’. The
persistent energy input by neutrinos keeps the pressure high in this region and
drives the shock outwards again, eventually leading to a supernova explosion.
It has been found that the delayed supernova mechanism is quite sensitive
to physics details deciding about success or failure in the simulation of the
explosion. Two quite distinct improvements have been proposed (convective
energy transport [58,278] and in-medium modiﬁcations of the neutrino opac-
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ities [318,59]) which increase the eﬃciency of the energy transport to the
stalled shock. Current one-dimensional supernova simulations, including sophisticated neutrino transport, fail to explode [189,263] (however, see [425]).
The interesting question is whether the simulations explicitly requires multidimensional eﬀects like rotation, magnetic ﬁelds or convection (e.g. [58,278])
or whether the microphysics input in the one-dimensional models is insuﬃcient. It is the goal of nuclear astrophysics to improve on this microphysics
input. The next section shows that core collapse supernovae are nice examples
to demonstrate how important micro-physics input and progress in nuclear
modelling can be. Late-stage stellar evolution is described in two steps. In the
presupernova models the evolution is studied through the various hydrostatic
core and shell burning phases until the central core density reaches values
up to 1010 g/cm3 . The models consider a large nuclear reaction network.
However, the densities involved are small enough to treat neutrinos solely
as an energy loss source. For even higher densities this is no longer true as
neutrino-matter interactions become increasingly important. In modern corecollapse codes neutrino transport is described self-consistently by spherically
symmetric multigroup Boltzmann simulations. While this is computationally
very challenging, collapse models have the advantage that the matter composition can be derived from Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium (NSE) as the
core temperature and density are high enough to keep reactions mediated
by the strong and electromagnetic interactions in equilibrium. This means
that for suﬃciently low entropies, the matter composition is dominated by
the nuclei with the highest Q-values for a given Ye . The presupernova models
are the input for the collapse simulations which follow the evolution through
trapping, bounce and hopefully explosion.

6.2

Weak-Interaction Rates and Presupernova Evolution

The collapse is a competition of the two weakest forces in nature: gravity
versus weak interaction, where electron captures on nuclei and protons and,
during a period of silicon burning, also β-decay play the crucial roles. Which
nuclei are important? Weak-interaction processes become important when
nuclei with masses A ∼ 55 − 60 (pf -shell nuclei) are most abundant in the
core (although capture on sd shell nuclei has to be considered as well). As
weak interactions changes Ye and electron capture dominates, the Ye value
is successively reduced from its initial value ∼ 0.5. As a consequence, the
abundant nuclei become more neutron rich and heavier, as nuclei with decreasing Z/A ratios are more bound in heavier nuclei. Two further general
remarks are useful. There are many nuclei with appreciable abundances in
the cores of massive stars during their ﬁnal evolution. Neither the nucleus
with the largest capture rate nor the most abundant one are necessarily the
most relevant for the dynamical evolution: What makes a nucleus relevant is
the product of rate times abundance.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the center values of Ye (left), the iron core sizes (middle)
and the central entropy (right) for 11 − 40M stars between the WW models,
which used the FFN rates, and the ones using the shell model weak interaction
rates (LMP).

To study the inﬂuence of the shell model rates, described in Sect. 3, on
presupernova models Heger et al. [146,147] have repeated the calculations of
Woosley and Weaver [438] keeping the stellar physics, except for the weak
rates, as close to the original studies as possible. Figure 12 exampliﬁes the
consequences of the shell model weak interaction rates for presupernova models in terms of the three decisive quantities: the central Ye value and entropy
and the iron core mass. The central values of Ye at the onset of core collapse
increased by 0.01-0.015 for the new rates. This is a signiﬁcant eﬀect. We
note that the new models also result in lower core entropies for stars with
M ≤ 20M , while for M ≥ 20M , the new models actually have a slightly
larger entropy. The iron core masses are generally smaller in the new models
where the eﬀect is larger for more massive stars (M ≥ 20M ), while for the
most common supernovae (M ≤ 20M ) the reduction is by about 0.05 M .
Electron capture dominates the weak-interaction processes during presupernova evolution. However, during silicon burning, β decay (which increases
Ye ) can compete and adds to the further cooling of the star. With increasing
densities, β-decays are hindered as the increasing Fermi energy of the electrons blocks the available phase space for the decay. Thus, during collapse
β-decays can be neglected.
We note that the shell model weak interaction rates predict the presupernova evolution to proceed along a temperature-density-Ye trajectory where
the weak processes are dominated by nuclei rather close to stability. Thus
it will be possible, after radioactive ion-beam facilities become operational,
to further constrain the shell model calculations by measuring relevant beta
decays and GT distributions for unstable nuclei. References [146,147] identify those nuclei which dominate (deﬁned by the product of abundance times
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rate) the electron capture and beta decay during various stages of the ﬁnal
evolution of a 15M , 25M and 40M star.
6.3

The Role of Electron Capture During Collapse

In collapse simulations a very simple description for electron capture on nuclei has been used until recently, as the rates have been estimated in the spirit
of the independent particle model (IPM), assuming pure Gamow-Teller (GT)
transitions and considering only single particle states for proton and neutron
numbers between N = 20–40 [49]. In particular this model assigns vanishing
electron capture rates to nuclei with neutron numbers larger than N = 40,
motivated by the observation [112] that, within the IPM, GT+ transitions
are Pauli-blocked for nuclei with N ≥ 40 and Z ≤ 40. However, as electron
capture reduces Ye , the nuclear composition is shifted to more neutron rich
and to heavier nuclei, including those with N > 40, which dominate the matter composition for densities larger than a few 1010 gcm−3 . As a consequence
of the model applied in the previous collapse simulations, electron capture
on nuclei ceases at these densities and the capture is entirely due to free protons. This employed model for electron capture on nuclei is too simple and
leads to incorrect conclusions, as the Pauli-blocking of the GT+ transitions is
overcome by correlations [222] and temperature eﬀects [112,77]. At ﬁrst, the
residual nuclear interaction, beyond the IPM, mixes the pf shell with the levels of the sdg shell, in particular with the lowest orbital, g9/2 . This makes the
closed g9/2 orbit a magic number in stable nuclei (N = 50) and introduces,
for example, a very strong deformation in the N = Z = 40 nucleus 80 Zr.
68
Moreover, the description of the B(E2,0+ → 2+
Ni requires
1 ) transition in
conﬁgurations where more than one neutron is promoted from the pf shell
into the g9/2 orbit [350], unblocking the GT+ transition even in this protonmagic N = 40 nucleus. Such a non-vanishing GT+ strength has already been
observed for 72 Ge (N = 40) [405] and 76 Se (N = 42) [150]. Secondly, during
core collapse electron capture on the nuclei of interest here occurs at temperatures T > 0.8 MeV, which, in the Fermi gas model, corresponds to a nuclear
excitation energy U ≈ AT 2 /8 > 5 MeV; this energy is noticeably larger
than the splitting of the pf and sdg orbitals (Eg9/2 − Ep1/2 ,f5/2 ≈ 3 MeV).
Hence, the conﬁguration mixing of sdg and pf orbitals will be rather strong
in those excited nuclear states of relevance for stellar electron capture. Furthermore, the nuclear state density at E ∼ 5 MeV is already larger than
100/MeV, making a state-by-state calculation of the rates impossible, but
also emphasizing the need for a nuclear model which describes the correlation energy scale at the relevant temperatures appropriately. This model is
the Shell Model Monte Carlo (SMMC) approach [193,213] which describes
the nucleus by a canonical ensemble at ﬁnite temperature and employs a
Hubbard-Stratonovich linearization [171] of the imaginary-time many-body
propagator to express observables as path integrals of one-body propagators
in ﬂuctuating auxiliary ﬁelds [193,213]. Since Monte Carlo techniques avoid
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the electron capture rates on free protons and selected
nuclei as function of the electron chemical potential along a stellar collapse trajectory taken from [263]. Neutrino blocking of the phase space is not included in the
calculation of the rates.

an explicit enumeration of the many-body states, they can be used in model
spaces far larger than those accessible to conventional methods. The Monte
Carlo results are in principle exact and are in practice subject only to controllable sampling and discretization errors. To calculate electron capture rates
for nuclei A = 65–112 SMMC calculations have been performed in the full
pf -sdg shell, using a residual pairing+quadrupole interaction, which, in this
model space, reproduces well the collectivity around the N = Z = 40 region and the observed low-lying spectra in nuclei like 64 Ni and 64 Ge. From
the SMMC calculations the temperature-dependent occupation numbers of
the various single-particle orbitals have been determined. These occupation
numbers then became the input in RPA calculations of the capture rate,
considering allowed and forbidden transitions up to multipoles J = 4 and
including the momentum dependence of the operators. The method has been
validated against capture rates calculated from diagonalization shell model
studies for 64,66 Ni. The model is described in [222]; ﬁrst applications in
collapse simulations are presented in [226,160].
For all studied nuclei one ﬁnds neutron holes in the (pf ) shell and, for
Z > 30, non-negligible proton occupation numbers for the sdg orbitals. This
unblocks the GT transitions and leads to sizable electron capture rates. Figure 13 compares the electron capture rates for free protons and selected nuclei along a core collapse trajectory, as taken from [263]. Dependent on their
proton-to-nucleon ratio Ye and their Q-values, these nuclei are abundant at
diﬀerent stages of the collapse. For all nuclei, the rates are dominated by GT
transitions at low densities, while forbidden transitions contribute sizably at
ρ11 > 1.
Simulations of core collapse require
reaction rates for electron capture on
protons, Rp = Yp λp , and nuclei Rh = i Yi λi (where the sum runs over all
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Fig. 14. The reaction rates for electron capture on protons (thin line) and nuclei
(thick line) are compared as a function of electron chemical potential along a stellar
collapse trajectory. The insert shows the related average energy of the neutrinos
emitted by capture on nuclei and protons. The results for nuclei are averaged over
the full nuclear composition (see text). Neutrino blocking of the phase space is not
included in the calculation of the rates.

the nuclei present and Yi denotes the number abundance of a given species),
over wide ranges in density and temperature. While Rp is readily derived
from [49], the calculation of Rh requires knowledge of the nuclear composition, in addition to the electron capture rates described earlier. In [226,160]
a Saha-like NSE has been adopted to determine the needed abundances of
individual isotopes and to calculate Rh and the associated emitted neutrino
spectra on the basis of about 200 nuclei in the mass range A = 45 − 112 as a
function of temperature, density and electron fraction. The rates for the inverse neutrino-absorption process are determined from the electron capture
rates by detailed balance. Due to its much smaller |Q|-value, the electron
capture rate on the free protons is larger than the rates of abundant nuclei
during the core collapse (Fig. 13). However, this is misleading as the low entropy keeps the protons signiﬁcantly less abundant than heavy nuclei during
the collapse. Figure 14 shows that the reaction rate on nuclei, Rh , dominates
the one on protons, Rp , by roughly an order of magnitude throughout the
collapse when the composition is considered. Only after the bounce shock
has formed does Rp become higher than Rh , due to the high entropies and
high temperatures in the shock-heated matter that result in a high proton
abundance. The obvious conclusion is that electron capture on nuclei must be
included in collapse simulations. It is also important to stress that electron
capture on nuclei and on free protons diﬀer quite noticeably in the neutrino
spectra they generate. This is demonstrated in Fig. 14 which shows that
neutrinos from captures on nuclei have mean energies which are signiﬁcantly
less than those produced by capture on protons. Although capture on nuclei
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Fig. 15. The electron fraction and velocity as functions of the enclosed mass at
bounce for a 15 M model [146]. The thin line is a simulation using the Bruenn parameterization while the thick line is for a simulation using the combined LMP [224]
and SMMC+RPA rate sets. Both models were calculated with Newtonian gravity.

under stellar conditions involves excited states in the parent and daughter
nuclei, it is mainly the larger |Q|-value which signiﬁcantly shifts the energies
of the emitted neutrinos to smaller values. These diﬀerences in the neutrino
spectra strongly inﬂuence neutrino-matter interactions, which scale with the
square of the neutrino energy and are essential for collapse simulations [263,
189] (see below).
The eﬀects of this more realistic implementation of electron capture on
heavy nuclei have been evaluated in independent self-consistent neutrino radiation hydrodynamics simulations by the Oak Ridge and Garching collaborations [160,190]. The basis of these models is described in detail in [263]
and [189]. Both collapse simulations yield qualitatively the same results. The
changes compared to the previous simulations, which adopted the IPM rate
estimate from [49] and hence basically ignored electron capturei on nuclei,
are signiﬁcant. Figure 15 shows a key result: In denser regions, the additional
electron capture on heavy nuclei results in more electron capture in the new
models. In lower density regions, where nuclei with A < 65 dominate, the
shell model rates [223] result in less electron capture. The results of these
competing eﬀects can be seen in the ﬁrst panel of Fig. 15, which shows the
distribution of Ye throughout the core at bounce (when the maximum central
density is reached). The combination of increased electron capture in the interior with reduced electron capture in the outer regions causes the shock to
form with 16% less mass interior to it and a 10% smaller velocity diﬀerence
across the shock. This leads to a smaller mass of the homologuous core (by
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about 0.1 M ). In spite of this mass reduction, the radius from which the
shock is launched is actually displaced slightly outwards to 15.7 km from 14.8
km in the old models. If the only eﬀect of the improvement in the treatment
of electron capture on nuclei were to launch a weaker shock with more of
the iron core overlying it, this improvement would seem to make a successful
explosion more diﬃcult. However, the altered gradients in density and lepton
fraction also play an important role in the behavior of the shock. Though
also the new models fail to produce explosions in the spherical symmetric
limit, the altered gradients allow the shock in the case with improved capture rates to reach 205 km, which is about 10 km further out than in the old
models. These calculations clearly show that the many neutron-rich nuclei
which dominate the nuclear composition throughout the collapse of a massive star also dominate the rate of electron capture. Astrophysics simulations
have demonstrated that these rates have a strong impact on the core collapse
trajectory and the properties of the core at bounce. The evaluation of the
rates has to rely on theory as a direct experimental determination of the rates
for the relevant stellar conditions (i.e. rather high temperatures) is currently
impossible. Nevertheless it is important to experimentally explore the conﬁguration mixing between pf and sdg shell in extremely neutron-rich nuclei as
such understanding will guide and severely constrain nuclear models. Such
guidance is expected from future radioactive ion-beam facilities.
6.4

Neutrino-Induced Processes During a Supernova Collapse

While the neutrinos can leave the star unhindered during the presupernova
evolution, neutrino-induced reactions become more and more important during the subsequent collapse stage due to the increasing matter density and
neutrino energies; the latter are of order a few MeV in the presupernova
models, but increase roughly approximately to the electron chemical potential [49,222] (see Fig. 4). Elastic neutrino scattering oﬀ nuclei and inelastic
scattering on electrons are the two most important neutrino-induced reactions during the collapse. The ﬁrst reaction randomizes the neutrino paths
out of the core and, at densities of a few 1011 g/cm3 , the neutrino diﬀusion
time-scale gets larger than the collapse time; the neutrinos are trapped in the
core for the rest of the contraction. Inelastic scattering oﬀ electrons thermalizes the trapped neutrinos then rather fastly with the matter and the core
collapses as a homologous unit until it reaches densities slightly in excess of
nuclear matter, generating a bounce and launching a shock wave which traverses through the infalling material on top of the homologous core. In the
currently favored explosion model, the shock wave is not energetic enough
to explode the star, it gets stalled before reaching the outer edge of the iron
core, but is then eventually revived due to energy transfer by neutrinos from
the cooling remnant in the center to the matter behind the stalled shock. The
trapped νe neutrinos will be released from the core in a brief burst shortly after bounce. These neutrinos can interact with the infalling matter just before
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arrival of the shock and eventually preheat the matter requiring less energy
from the shock for dissociation [145]. The relevant preheating processes are
charged- and neutral-current reactions on nuclei in the iron and also silicon
mass range. So far, no detailed collapse simulation including preheating has
been performed. The relevant cross sections can be calculated on the basis of shell model calculations for the allowed transitions and RPA studies
for the forbidden transitions [387]. The main energy transfer to the matter
behind the shock, however, is due to neutrino absorption on free nucleons.
The eﬃciency of this transport depends strongly on the neutrino opacities
in hot and very dense neutronrich matter [319]. It is likely also supported
by convective motion, requiring multidimensional simulations [261]. Finally,
elastic neutrino scattering oﬀ nucleons, mainly neutrons, also inﬂuences the
eﬃciency of the energy transfer. A non-vanishing strange axialvector formfactor of the nucleon [279] will likely reduce the elastic neutrino-neutron cross
section.
6.5

Type II Supernovae Nucleosynthesis

As discussed in the previous subsections, a number of aspects of the explosion mechanism are still uncertain and depend on Fe-core sizes from stellar
evolution, electron capture rates, the supranuclear equation of state, the details of neutrino transport and Newtonian vs. general relativistic calculations,
as well as multi-D eﬀects [309,61,263,232,234,226,160,54,384,236,110,204,340,
240]. The present situation in supernova modeling is that self-consistent
spherically-symmetric calculations (with the presently known microphysics)
do not yield successful explosions based on neutrino energy deposition from
the hot collapsed central core (neutron star) into the adjacent layers [309].
Even improvements in neutrino transport, solving the full Boltzmann transport equation for all neutrino ﬂavors [263,384], and a fully general relativistic
treatment [232,234,236] did not change this situation (see Fig. 16). MultiD calculations [262,110,54,340,240], which still have to varify the quality of
their neutrino transport schemes did not yet consider the possible combined
action of rotation and magnetic ﬁelds.
The hope that the neutrino driven explosion mechanism could still succeed is based on uncertainties which aﬀect neutrino luminosities (neutrino
opacities with nucleons and nuclei [318,319,235], convection in the hot protoneutron star [201], as well as the eﬃciency of neutrino energy deposition (convection in the adjacent layers [426]). Figure 17 shows the temporal Ye and
entropy evolution of the innermost zone of a 20 M SN II simulation [144],
based on [232], but with varied neutrino opacities (reducing electron neutrino
and antineutron scattering cross sections on nucleons or increasing the neutrino absorption cross sections for νe +n → p+e− and ν̄e +p → n+e+ ) [235].
Such parameter studies permit successful delayed explosions and show options
which may lead to success. This tests on the one hand variations in the uncertainty of neutrino cross sections [50,60,302,167] (but probably beyond the
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Fig. 16. A sequence of collapse calculations for diﬀerent progenitor masses, showing
in each case the radial position of the shock front after bounce [144]. We see that
the shocks are strongest for the least massive stars. But in these 1D calculations
all of them stall, recede and turn into accretion shocks, i.e. not causing successfull
supernova explosions. A reduction in neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering, leading to
higher luminosities, can cause explosions (performed for a 20M star).

permitted range as factors of about 2 are involved). Such tests can, however,
also mimic multi-D eﬀects in a spherically symmetric calculation. Decreased
neutrino scattering cross sections cause a larger neutrino luminosity, similar to enhanced neutrino transport via proto-neutron star convection. Larger
neutrino absorption cross sections act like an increase in energy absorption
eﬃciency, similar to convection beyond the neutrino sphere. The interesting
feature of the results is that in successful cases a zone with Ye > 0.5 exists
in the innermost ejecta (caused by neutrino interactions, see Fig. 17), leading to a proton-rich and alpha-rich freeze-out of explosive Si-burning with
high entropies. This leads similar to the big bang, but on much more minute
scales, to unburned He and H in the innermost ejecta (see Fig. 18).
As observations show typical kinetic energies of 1051 erg in supernova
remnants, in the past light curve as well as explosive nucleosynthesis calculations were performed, even without a correct understanding of the explosion
mechanism. They introduced (artiﬁcially) a shock of appropriate energy in
the pre-collapse stellar model [437,375,438,377,165,395,314] and followed the
explosive nucleosynthesis caused by the shock front passing through the layers
up to the stellar surface. Such calculations lack self-consistency and cannot
predict the ejected 56 Ni-masses from the innermost explosive Si-burning layers (powering supernova light curves by the decay chain 56 Ni-56 Co-56 Fe) due
to missing knowledge about the detailed explosion mechanism and therefore
the mass cut between the neutron star and supernova ejecta. However, the
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Fig. 17. Hydrodynamic simulations with varied (reduced) neutrino opacities (scattering cross sections on nucleons reduced by 60%) lead to larger neutrino luminosities and make successful supernova explosions possible [144]. Here we see the time
evolution after core bounce of the innermost ejected layer from a 20M supernova
progenitor. Ye =<Z/A>) indicates the neutron-richness of ejected matter, dYe /dt
the time derivative due to the diﬀerent reactions involving free protons and neutrons νe + n ↔ p + e− and ν̄e + p ↔ n + e+ in the directions of neutrino (and
antineutrino) absorption or emission. ρ(t) and T (t) the indicate density and temperature. What can be noticed is that Ye is strongly dependent on both neutrino
absorption and emission reactions and that apparently in these exploding models
Ye in the innermost zones is larger than 0.5, i.e. proton-rich.

intermediate mass elements Si-Ca are only dependent on the explosion energy
and the stellar structure of the progenitor star, while abundances for elements
like O and Mg are essentially determined by the stellar progenitor evolution.
Thus, when moving in from the outermost to the innermost ejecta of a SN
II explosion, we see an increase in the complexity of our understanding, depending (a) only on stellar evolution, (b) on stellar evolution and explosion
energy, and (c) on stellar evolution and the complete explosion mechanism
(see Fig. 19). The possible complexity of the explosion mechanism, including multi-D eﬀects, should not aﬀect this (spherically symmetric) discussion
of explosive nucleosynthesis severely. 2D-calculations [204] led to spherically
symmetric shock fronts after the explosion is initiated, thus causing spherical
symmetry in explosive nuclear burning when passing through the stellar layers. Only after the passage of the shock front, the related temperatures decline
and freeze-out of nuclear reactions, the ﬁnal nucleosynthesis products can be
distributed in non-spherical geometries due to mixing by hydrodynamic instabilities. Thus, the total mass of nucleosynthesis yields shown in Fig. 19 should
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Fig. 18. Details from a core collapse and explosion simulation with six variations
in neutrino transport, (A) reduction of neutrino-nucleon scattering cross sections
to a given percentage of the literature value, (B) multiplication of the neutrino and
antineutrino absorption cross sections on nucleons by a given factor [144]. Shown are
(a) the radius of the shock front for the diﬀerent models, (b) the electron fraction
Ye , i.e. the net electron (or proton) to nucleon ratio, for the innermost ejected mass
zone of one simulation as a function of time in comparison to a value where neutrino
emission and absorption rates are in a chemical equilibrium, (c) Ye , measuring the
neutron or proton-richness of matter, for a number of ejected mass zones outside
the mass cut, (d) the neutrino chemical potential and the matter temperature.

not be changed, only its geometric distribution. An exception is probably related to the very innermost ejected zones where the explosion mechanism is
inﬂuencing the outcome. The correct prediction of the amount of Fe-group
nuclei ejected (which includes also one of the so-called alpha elements, i.e. Ti)
and their relative composition depends directly on the explosion mechanism
and the size of the collapsing Fe-core. Three types of uncertainties are inherent in the Fe-group ejecta, related to (i) the total amount of Fe (group) nuclei
ejected and the mass cut between neutron star and ejecta, mostly measured
by 56 Ni decaying to 56 Fe, (ii) the total explosion energy which inﬂuences the
entropy of the ejecta and with it the amount of radioactive 44 Ti as well as
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Fig. 19. Isotopic composition for the explosive C-, Ne-, O- and Si-burning layers of
a core collapse supernova from a 20M progenitor star with a 6M He-core and an
induced net explosion energy of 1051 erg, remaining in kinetic energy of the ejecta
[377]. M (r) indicates the radially enclosed mass, integrated from the stellar center.
The exact mass cut in M (r) between neutron star and ejecta and the entropy and
Ye in the innermost ejected layers depend on the details of the (still open) explosion
mechanism. The abundances of O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, and Ca dominate strongly
over Fe (decay product of 56 Ni), if the mass cut is adjusted to 0.07M of 56 Ni ejecta
as observed in SN 1987A.
48

Cr, the latter decaying later to 48 Ti and being responsible for elemental Ti,
and (iii) ﬁnally the neutron richness or Ye =< Z/A > of the ejecta, dependent
on stellar structure, electron captures and neutrino interactions. Ye inﬂuences
strongly the ratios of isotopes 57/56 in Ni(Co,Fe) and the overall elemental
Ni/Fe ratio, the latter being dominated by 58 Ni and 56 Fe.
In the inner ejecta, corresponding to case (c) in the discussion above,
which experience explosive Si-burning, such (not self-consistent) calculations
made use of a Ye of the order 0.4989 to 0.494. This omitted possible alterations
of Ye via neutrino reactions during the explosion. This can cause huge changes
in the Fe-group composition [74,237] for 56 Ni and the neutron-rich isotopes
57
Ni, 58 Ni, 59 Cu, 61 Zn, and 62 Zn. The abundances of 40 Ca, 44 Ti, 48 Cr, and
52
Fe are aﬀected by the entropy obtained in those mass zones. Present calculations [235] (see also Figs. 16 and 18) show that apparently the innermost
zones in successfully exploding models avoid too neutron-rich ejecta when
including neutrino-induced reactions. This permits an Fe-group composition
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consistent with supernova observations [377]. The slightly proton-rich environment leads to an alpha-rich and proton-rich freeze-out. The density is
apparently not suﬃcient for an rp-process and unburned hydrogen survives
deep in the ejected envelope. The pending understanding of the explosion
mechanism aﬀects the amount of Fe-group nuclei ejected (which includes also
one of the so-called alpha elements, i.e. Ti) and possible r-process yields for
SNe II (see Sect. 7). The pending understanding of the explosion mechanism
also aﬀects possible r-process yields for SNe II [364,436,306,108,254,282,383,
412,354,367,384]. A more detailed discussion is given in Sect. 7.

7

The r-Process

The heavy elements in nature are made by neutron capture [353] and (at
least) two types of diﬀerent environments are required [55,67]. (i) A process
with small neutron densities, experiencing long neutron capture timescales in
comparison to β-decays (τβ < τn,γ , slow neutron capture or the s-process),
causing abundance peaks in the ﬂow path at nuclei with small neutron capture cross sections, i.e. stable nuclei with closed shells at magic neutron numbers [196,8] (as discussed in Sect. 1.3 as a consequence of (α, n)-reactions
in hydrostatic He-burning). (ii) A process with high neutron densities and
temperatures, experiencing rapid neutron captures and the reverse photodisintegrations with τn,γ , τγ,n < τβ , causing abundance peaks due to long
β-decay half-lives where the ﬂow path comes closest to stability (again at
magic neutron numbers, but for unstable nuclei). During the latter rapid
neutron-capture process (r-process) it is possible that highly unstable nuclei
with short half-lives are produced [198], leading also to the formation of the
heaviest elements in nature like Th, U, and Pu. The r-process path involves
nuclei near the neutron drip-line. Far from stability, neutron shell closures
are encountered for smaller mass numbers A than in the valley of stability.
Therefore, if r-process peaks are due to long β-decay half-lives of neutronmagic nuclei, the r-process abundance peaks are shifted in comparison to the
s-process peaks (which occur for neutron shell closures at the stability line).
Besides this basic understanding, the history of r-process research has
been quite diverse in suggested scenarios [345,80,411,198]. If starting with a
seed distribution somewhere around A=50-80 before rapid neutron-capture
sets in, the operation of an r-process requires 10 to 150 neutrons per seed
nucleus to form all heavier r-nuclei. The question is which kind of environment can provide such a supply of neutrons to act before decaying with a
10 min half-life. The logical conclusion is that only explosive environments,
producing or releasing these neutrons suddenly, can account for such conditions. Two astrophysical settings are suggested most frequently, related to
two entropy options discussed in more detail in the following sections: (i)
Type II supernovae (SNe II) with postulated high-entropy ejecta [436,364,
108,282,412,383,367,384,439] and (ii) neutron star mergers or similar events
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(like axial jets in supernova explosions) which eject neutron star matter with
low-entropies [229,256,93,329,109,331,330].
7.1

The Role of Nuclear Physics

The main aspects of an r-process are neutron captures, photodisintegrations,
and β-decays. An (n, γ)#
$(γ, n) equilibrium exists if neutron captures and
photodisintegrations are fast in comparison to beta-decays between isotopic
chains, leading to a distribution of abundances in each isotopic chain governed by a chemical equilibrium µn + µZ,A = µZ,A+1 in a Boltzmann gas.
This causes abundance ratios of neighboring isotopes Y (Z, A + 1)/Y (Z, A) =
f (nn , T, Sn ) to depend only on neutron density nn , temperature T , and the
neutron separation energy Sn (or reaction Q-value for the appropriate neutron capture) [345,216]. The maximum in each isotopic chain occurs when
Y (Z, A + 1)/Y (Z, A) changes from a rising to a declining ratio (i.e. from > 1
to < 1). A ratio of 1 deﬁnes a universal Sn,max for all maxima, independent of
the speciﬁc isotopic chain. Thus, the combination of a neutron density nn and
temperature T determines the r-process path (connecting the isotopes with
the maximum abundance in each isotopic chain) located at the same neutron
separation energy Sn,max . During an r-process event exotic nuclei with neutron separation energies of 4 MeV and less are important, up to Sn =0, i.e. the
neutron drip-line. This underlines that the understanding of nuclear physics
far from stability is a key ingredient and the knowledge of Sn (or equivalently nuclear masses) [268,2,17,299,18] determines the r-process path. While
in recent years new Hartree-Fock(-Bogoliubov) or relativistic mean ﬁeld approaches have been addressing this question [73,92,322,28,130,285,132,335,
408], the FRDM model [268] still seems to provide the best reproduction of
known masses [130].
The β-decay rates λZ,A
are related to the half-lives of very neutron-rich
β
nuclei via λβ = ln(2)/τ1/2 . The abundance ﬂow from each isotopic chain to
the next is governed by β-decays.
We can introduce a total abundance in

each isotopic chain Y (Z)= A Y (Z, A). Process timescales in excess of βdecay half-lives lead to a steady-ﬂow equilibrium Y (Z)λβ (Z) = const [216]
shown most clearly in Fig. 2 of [108], where λβ (Z) is an abundance averaged
half-life. Thus, in that case the knowledge of nuclear masses (Sn ), determining the r-process path, and half-lives (τ1/2 ) [269,94,42,252,41], determining
the relative abundances of each isotopic chain, would be suﬃcient to predict the whole set of abundances [301]. This seems to be the case in the
regions between the r-process peaks (neutron magic numbers) and in the
low-mass tails of the A130 and A195 peaks of the solar-system r-process
abundances [216]. Nuclei in the r-process path with the longest half-lives of
the order 0.2-0.3 s, related to the abundance peaks themselves, do not fulﬁll the steady ﬂow requirement. In this case the coupled set of diﬀerential
equations Ẏ (Z) = λβ (Z − 1)Y (Z − 1) − λβ (Z)Y (Z) has to be solved for
all isotopic chains Z, if an (n, γ)#
$(γ, n) equilibrium applies. In the most
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general case of (astrophysical) environment conditions, one has to solve a
full set of diﬀerential equations for all nuclei from stability to the neutron
drip-line [80,411,108], including individual neutron captures [311,129,406,312,
313], photodisintegrations, and beta-decays. However, from existing results
one ﬁnds that an (n, γ)#
$(γ, n) equilibrium is attained before the freeze-out of
neutron abundances and photodisintegrations (for decreasing temperatures).
For small β-decay half-lives, encountered in between magic numbers and for
small Z  s at magic numbers, also the steady-ﬂow approximation seems applicable. The freeze-out from equilibrium can follow two extreme options: (i)
an instantaneous freeze-out, just followed by the ﬁnal decay back to stability,
where also β-delayed properties (neutron emission and ﬁssion) are needed
and can depend strongly on the beta strength-function [374,257,80,358,296,
41,297]. (ii) In the more general case of a slow freeze-out also neutron captures can still aﬀect the ﬁnal abundance pattern [355,108,94]. If the latter is
the case, individual neutron capture cross sections are required [258,312,313].
Fission will set in during an r-process, when neutron-rich nuclei are produced
at excitation energies beyond their ﬁssion barriers [373,374,80]. The role of
β-delayed and neutron-induced ﬁssion has two aspects. For nuclei with neutron separation energies of the order 2 MeV, neutron capture will produce
compound nuclei with much smaller excitation energies than those obtained
in β-decay. However, the rates of neutron-induced processes (responsible also
for the (n, γ)#
$(γ, n) equilibrium) are orders of magnitude larger than betadecay rates. Thus, it is possible that neutron-induced ﬁssion can compete
with beta-delayed ﬁssion (see Fig. 20). Fission determines on the one hand
the heaviest nuclei produced in an r-process [374,80,109,281,248] and on the
other hand also the ﬁssion yields fed back to lighter nuclei [109,296,271].
In some environments, like e.g. in supernovae, a high neutrino ﬂux of different ﬂavors is available. This gives rise to neutral and charged current interactions with nucleons and nuclei, i.e. elastic/inelastic scattering or electron
neutrino or antineutrino capture on nuclei, e.g. νe + (Z, A) → (Z + 1, A) + e− ,
(giving results similar to β transformations). During freeze-out the ﬁrst mechanism redistributes abundances to nearby mass numbers [209,305,149] similar
to spallation. Neutrino capture for high neutrino ﬂuxes could mimic fast β − decays, possibly accelerating an r-process to heavy elements [283,117,253,307,
260,220]. The eﬀects of exotic neutrino properties are discussed in [211,254,
298]. Site-independent classical analyses [216,81], based on neutron number
density nn , temperature T , and duration time τ , as well as entropy based
calculations with the parameters entropy S, Ye , and expansion timescale
τ [164,108] (to be discussed in the following subsection) have shown that
the solar r-process can be ﬁt by a continuous superposition of components
with neutron separation energies at freeze-out in the range 4-1 MeV [81,
108]. These are the regions of the nuclear chart (extending to the neutron
drip-line) where nuclear structure, related to masses far from stability and
beta-decay half-lifes [301] has to be investigated. They include predominantly
nuclei not accessible in laboratory experiments to date but hopefully in the
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Fig. 20. Ratios of neutron-induced to beta-delayed ﬁssion for nuclei of interest in
r-process calculations [297]. These exploratory results were obtained with the ﬁssion
barriers by Howard and Möller [170]. Diﬀerent barrier heights [281,248] will lead
to diﬀerent total ﬁssion rates. However, it was shown here that neutron-induced
ﬁssion is a viable ingredient for r-process studies and should not be neglected in
comparison to beta-delayed ﬁssion.

foreseeable future (RIKEN, GSI, RIA). In addition, expanding theoretical
eﬀorts with increasingly sophisticated means are required, addressing also
neutrino-induced reactions [220,149,225,42] and ﬁssion properties [281,248,
296,297]. The actual astrophysical realization of the relevant conditions will
be discussed in the following sections.
7.2 Working of the r-Process and Required Environment
Properties
The parameter which determines whether an r-process occurs is the neutrons
per seed ratio, see e.g. [108]. The r-process requirement of 10 to 150 neutrons
per r-process seed (in the Fe-peak or somewhat beyond), permitting to produce nuclei with A > 200, can be translated into the parameters entropy S,
Ye and expansion timescale τ of a heated blob of material in astrophysical
events, consisting of a net ratio of protons to neutrons (or total nucleons) with
a given expansion history. At low entropies (without an alpha-rich freeze-out
of charged-particle reactions) this is equivalent to Ye =<Z/A>=0.12-0.3.
Such a high neutron excess is only possible for high densities in neutron stars
under beta equilibrium (e− + p ↔ n + ν, µe + µp = µn ), based on the high
electron Fermi energies which are comparable to the neutron-proton mass difference [256]. Deviations from this straightforward balance are only possible
if one stores large amounts of mass in N=Z nuclei with small neutron capture
cross sections (e.g. 4 He), leaving then all remaining neutrons for a few heavy
seed nuclei. This phenomenon is known as an extremely α-rich freeze-out in
complete Si-burning and corresponds to a weak link of reactions between the
light nuclei (n, p, α) and heavier nuclei at low densities. The links across the
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particle-unstable A=5 and 8 gaps are only possible via the three-body reactions ααα and ααn to 12 C and 9 Be, whose reaction rates show a quadratic
density dependence. The entropy (∝ T 3 /ρ in radiation dominated matter)
can be used as a measure of the ratio between the remaining He mass fraction and heavy nuclei. A well known case is the big bang where under extreme
entropies essentially only 4 He is left as the heaviest nucleus available. Somewhat lower entropies permit the production of (still small) amounts of heavy
seed nuclei. Then, even moderate values of Ye =0.4-0.5 can lead to high ratios
of neutrons to heavy nuclei for entropies in excess of 200 kB per baryon. and
neutron captures can proceed to form the heaviest r-process nuclei [434,258,
364,436,164,108].
These two environments represent a normal (low-entropy) and an α-rich
(high-entropy) freeze-out from charged-particle reactions before the dominance of neutron-induced reactions. Towards low entropies the transition to
a normal freeze-out occurs, leading to a negligible entropy dependence of the
neutron to seed ratio.
7.3

r-Process Sites

Type II Supernovae. The apparently most promising mechanism for supernova explosions after Fe-core collapse of a massive star is based on neutrino heating beyond the hot proto-neutron star via the dominant processes
νe +n → p+e− and ν̄e +p → n+e+ with a (hopefully) about 1% eﬃciency in
energy deposition. The neutrino heating eﬃciency depends on the neutrino
luminosity, which in turn is aﬀected by neutrino opacities. Aspects of the
explosion mechanism are still uncertain (see Sect. 6).
If SNe II are also responsible for the solar r-process abundances, given
the galactic occurance frequency, they would need to eject about 10−5 M of
r-process elements per event (if all SNe II contribute equally). The scenario
is based on the so-called “neutrino wind”, i.e. a wind of matter from the
neutron star surface (within seconds after a successful supernova explosion)
caused by neutrinos streaming out from the hot neutron star [436,364,164,
306,260,292,383,367,384,439].
This high entropy neutrino wind is expected to lead to a superposition of
ejecta with varying entropies. If a suﬃciently high entropy range is available,
an abundance pattern as shown in Fig. 21 can be obtained [108]. However, the
r-process by neutrino wind ejecta of SNe II faces two diﬃculties. (i) Whether
the required high entropies for reproducing heavy r-process nuclei can really
be attained in supernova explosions has still to be veriﬁed [282,383,367,384].
Presently it seems that only (unrealistically?) large or compact neutron stars
with masses in excess of 2 M can provide the high entropies required. (ii)
The mass region 80–110 experiences diﬃculties to be reproduced adequately
[108,412], reﬂecting rather abundances determined by alpha separation energies after an alpha-rich freeze-out than neutron separation energies. It has to
be seen whether the inclusion of non-standard neutrino properties [254] can
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Fig. 21. Fit to solar r-process abundances (open rhombus) with the ETFSI-1 mass
formula [2], making use of a superposition of entropies. These calculations were
performed with Ye = 0.45, but similar results are obtained in the range 0.30 − 0.49,
only requiring a scaling of entropy. The trough below A  130 can be avoided
by the changing of shell eﬀects far from stability. The strong deﬁciencies in the
abundance pattern below A  110 are due to an α-rich freeze-out where essentially
no neutrons are left. This is related to the Ye of the astrophysical scenario rather
than to nuclear structure [108].

cure both diﬃculties or lower Ye zones can be ejected from SNe II, as recently
claimed [354] from assumed prompt explosion calculations, lacking a proper
neutrino transport. Present supernova models face the problem that the entropies required seem not yet attainable, unless ad hoc assumptions [367,439]
can be veriﬁed.

Neutron Star Mergers. An alternative site for the heavy r-process nuclei are neutron-star ejecta, like e.g. in neutron star mergers [229,93,109].
The binary system, consisting of two neutron stars, looses energy and angular momentum through the emission of gravitational waves and merges
ﬁnally. The measured orbital decay gave the ﬁrst evidence for the existence
of gravitational radiation [365,385,242] and indicates timescales of the order
of 108 y or less (dependent on the excentricity of the system). The rate of NS
mergers has been estimated to be of the order 10−6 − 10−4 y−1 per galaxy
[93,200]. A merger of two NS can also lead to the ejection of neutron-rich
material [191,329,331,330] of the order of 10−(2−3) M in Newtonian and relativistic calculations [290]. The decompression of cold neutron-star matter
has been studied [229,256]; however, a hydrodynamical calculation coupled
with a complete r-process calculation has not been undertaken, yet.
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Fig. 22. Composition of ejecta from a neutron star merger event (Σ mass fractions
=1) with an average Ye =0.10. Either only beta-delayed ﬁssion or both beta-delayed
and neutron-induced ﬁssion were employed, varying also the ﬁssion yield distribution [297]. The eﬀect of these diﬀerent treatments is obviously seen for A>240,
but more importantly for A<130 and underlines the impact of ﬁssion barriers and
the ﬁssion yield distribution. These eﬀects are directly related to all events with
very high neutron densities, i.e. neutron star ejecta in mergers or jets where strong
ﬁssion cycling takes place.

Figure 22 shows the composition of ejecta from a NS merger [109,329,296,
297]. It is seen that the large amount of free neutrons (up to nn  1032 cm−3 )
available in such a scenario leads to the build-up of the heaviest elements and
also to ﬁssion cycling within very short timescales, while the ﬂow from the
Fe-group to heavier elements “dries up”. This leads to a composition void of
abundances below the A130 peak, which is, however, dependent on detailed
ﬁssion yield predictions [297].
r-Process Outlook. At present, the suggested r-process sources, supernovae
and neutron star mergers, did not yet prove to be “the” main-component rprocess source without reasonable doubt. A discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of both possible r-process sources (SNe II vs. neutron star
mergers) is given in [308,330]. Self-consistent core collapse supernovae do
not give explosions [309,263,232], yet, but parameter studies with neutrino
opacities permit to “ﬁt” the correct explosion behavior [233]. Thus, there
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is no way to predict whether the required entropies for an r-process can
be obtained [412,383,367,384,439]. Neutron star merger calculations give the
correct mass ejection [329], but relativistic calculations need to be followed
up [290,291] and Ye needs to be treated with weak interactions and neutrino
transport included self-consistently.
The two possible sites discussed above (SNe II and neutron star mergers) have diﬀerent occurance frequencies and diﬀerent amounts of r-process
ejecta, if a successful r-process actually occurs. These properties will enter
into the enrichment pattern of r-process elements in galactic evolution. Inhomogeneous galactic evolution models in the very early phases of the Galaxy
[183,6,7] will ﬁnally indicate that either one of the above mentioned sites or
both in combination can meet the observational contraints from the scatter
of r-process to Fe ratios in “low metallicity stars” as a function of metallicity,
i.e. the (Fe/H)/(Fe/H) ratio.
Nuclear properties far from stable nuclei are of prime importance in the
astrophysical r-process. Due to the (partial) equilibrium nature at high temperatures and neutron densities, the dominant inﬂuence is given by nuclear
masses and β-decay properties (half-lives, delayed neutron emission and ﬁssion). Neutron-induced ﬁssion can play a competing role to beta-delayed ﬁssion. All these aspects need a better future understanding, including the role
of neutrino-induced reactions, as they enter directly in the resulting r-process
yields and abundance distributions.

8

Nuclear Processes in Explosive Binary Systems

Over the last twenty years thermonuclear explosions in accreting binary star
systems have been an object of considerable attention. The basic concept of
the thermonuclear runaway as the driving explosion mechanism seems reasonably well understood but there are still considerable discrepancies between
the predicted observables and the actual observations. The proposed mechanism involves binary systems with one (or two) degenerate objects, like white
dwarfs or neutron stars and is characterized by the revival of the dormant
objects via mass overﬂow and accretion from the binary companion. This
leads to explosive events like novae, type Ia supernovae, X-ray bursts, and
X-ray pulsars. The characteristic diﬀerences in the luminosity, time scale,
and periodicity depend on the accretion rate and on the nature of the accreting object. Low accretion rates lead to a pile-up of unburned hydrogen,
causing the ignition of hydrogen burning via pp-chains and CNO-cycles with
pycnonuclear enhancements of the reactions after a critical mass layer is attained. On white dwarfs this triggers nova events, on neutron stars it results
in X-ray bursts. High accretion rates above a critical limit on the other hand
cause high temperatures in the accreted envelope and less degenerate conditions, which result in stable H-burning or only weak ﬂashes. High accretion
rates on white dwarfs cause supernovae type Ia events, which are not discussed here in detail as they do not lead to nuclei far from stability (for
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recent reviews see [372,154]). Accretion rates high enough for stable burning on a highly magnetic neutron star lead to X-ray pulsars. The present
modeling of the accretion and thermonuclear runaway process is still in infancy mainly due to the complex aspects of the explosion mechanism which
requires three-dimensional modeling techniques for realistic treatment [202,
111]. Besides the complexities of asymmetric ignition and burning front development and the issues of rapid convection and mixing during the explosion
large uncertainties are also associated with the microscopic nuclear physics
component of the process. The nuclear energy generation provides the observed luminosity of the event, the combination of rapid mixing, convection
and far of stability nucleosynthesis is responsible for the observed abundance
distribution in the ejected material. These events are the largest thermonuclear explosions in the universe, they may synthesize a number of important
isotopes in our universe, and they serve as laboratories for nuclear physics at
extreme temperatures and densities.

8.1

Nova Explosions

Novae have been interpreted as thermonuclear runaways on the surface in
close binary star systems [391,121]. Accretion processes or mass exchange
between the two binary stars can take place when at least one of the stars ﬁlls
its Roche Lobe which is the gravitational equipotential surface enclosing both
stars. The matter of the extended star ﬂows through the Roche Lobe onto
the surface of the second companion which represents a deeper gravitational
potential. Novae are identiﬁed as white dwarfs in binary systems, accreting
matter from the binary companion star in a burning stage close to main
sequence H-burning which is ﬁlling its Roche Lobe. The accreted material
forms a thin, but high density electron degenerate envelope at the surface of
the white dwarf. Dredge up of white dwarf material (4 He, 12 C, 16 O in the case
of an CO-white dwarf, 16 O, 20 Ne, and 24 Mg in the case of an ONeMg-white
dwarf) into the envelope leads to an enrichment of the accreted material
in heavier isotopes [125]. The exact nature of the mixing mechanism is still
under debate but it has recently been suggested that mixing of white dwarf
material into the accreted envelope can be suﬃciently enhanced by interfacial
breaking gravity wave interaction [328,4].
After a “critical” mass has been accreted, thermonuclear ignition takes
place at the bottom of the accreted envelope. This depends critically on the
mass of the white dwarf and the accretion rate which determines the pressure
conditions at the bottom of the envelope. The ignition presumably occurs via
the pp-chains, at degenerate electron gas conditions this causes a rapid increase in temperature at constant pressure and density. This “thermonuclear
runaway” is further enhanced by the subsequent ignition of the hot CNO
cycles on the high abundances of 12 C and 16 O until the degeneracy is lifted
after the Fermi temperature TF has been reached. The Fermi temperature
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depends on the electron density ne ∝ ρYe
2/3

TF = 3.03 · 105 (ρYe )

,

(33)

with ρ in g/cm3 and TF in K. Thus, higher densities of the material lead
to higher peak temperatures which can be reached in the thermal runaway
before degeneracy is lifted. However, if the shell temperature is rising rapidly
the peak temperature can exceed the Fermi temperature before the electron
gas is suﬃciently degenerate to initiate expansion. Due to the rapid temperature increase at the bottom of the envelope a convective zone develops which
gradually grows to the surface as the temperature continues to increase. This
allows rapid energy transport to the surface within the convective time scale
of tconv ≈ 102 s. Within that short timescale also an appreciable fraction
of the long-lived β + emitters which are produced by the hot CNO cycles is
carried to the surface. The release of decay energy further increases the luminosity to values above 105 L . The large amount of energy deposited in the
outer layers on the short convective time scale, coupled with high luminosity often exceeding the Eddington limit Ledd [348] causes rapid expansion of
the outer layers and the ejection of the outer shells. (The Eddington limit is
the luminosity where the average force from outstreaming photons through
matter is equal to the gravitational force acting on the same mass zone.)
Typical novae are characterized by thermal runaways with densities of approximately ρ ≈103 g/cm3 and typical peak temperatures between 1 · 108 K
and 4 · 108 K [352]. The main observables for a reliable interpretation of
the explosion mechanisms are the nova light curve and the abundance distribution in the ejected material. The luminosity yields information on the
total energy release from nuclear reaction and decay processes but it also
gives information about the time scale of the thermonuclear runaway. The
abundance observation gives evidence for the on-site nucleosynthesis but may
also provide a tool for monitoring the rather complex mixing and convective
mechanisms prior and during the explosion [328,4]. For a reliable interpretation of such observations improved nuclear physics input in the present
nova models is crucial. The actual ignition temperature for novae is well below these peak temperatures. Rates of many nuclear reactions are therefore
needed at energies below a few hundred keV to get a complete description
of the ignition process in the various accreted layers of material. The main
energy generation in nova comes from the hot (or β-limited) CNO cycles
12
C(p,γ)13 N(p,γ)14 O(β, ν)14 N(p,α)15 O(β, ν)15 N(p,α)12 C and is determined
by the rather long life times of the 14 O and 15 O oxygen isotopes. This causes
enrichment in 14 O and 15 O which is observed as nitrogen enrichment in the
ejected material. The actual energy generation rate is limited by the β-decay
rates but is also aﬀected by the hydrogen and CNO fuel available. A more
quantitative interpretation of the actual nucleosynthesis therefore requires detailed knowledge of the associated convective processes which may transport
freshly produced material out of the actual hot burning zone or may bring
more hydrogen fuel into the burning zone. In addition, the fuel balance may
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also change due to additional proton capture processes on short-lived radioactive nuclei in the CNO range [421]. Of particular relevance are the time scales
for reaction sequences like 16 O(p,γ)17 F(p,γ)18 Ne(β, ν)18 F(p,α)15 O which
would control fast additional fuel supply for the hot CNO cycle. Detailed
sensitivity studies on explosive hydrogen burning in novae as a function of
such nuclear uncertainties have been performed in a number of recent articles
(José et al. 1999, Starrﬁeld 1999, Starrﬁeld et al. 2000, Coc et al. 2000, José
et al. 2001).
Observations of over-abundances in the Ne to S mass range characterize
Ne-novae which are interpreted to be thermonuclear runaways on accreting
O-Ne white dwarfs with infusion of oxygen and neon (and magnesium) into
the accreting envelope [238,124]. Proton capture reactions on the initial 20 Ne
and 24 Mg lead to the production of heavier isotopes up to 32 S. This agrees well
with recent observations in nova ejecta of silicon and sulfur [351]. According
to theoretical model simulations considerable production of the long-lived radioisotopes 22 Na and 26 Al is expected [352,194] in Ne novae. However, recent
observations of the gamma activity in novae with the COMPTEL observatory gave no indication for 22 Na or 26 Al activity. There is an order of magnitude discrepancy between predicted and observed intensities of the 22 Na
gamma ray [303]. Studies of the nuclear reactions crucial to the synthesis of
these radioisotopes are therefore particularly important. Recently a series of
self-consistent calculations for nova nucleosynthesis have been performed for
diﬀerent sets of nuclear reaction rates [351,102]. The results clearly indicate
signiﬁcant impact of nuclear reaction rates on fast nova nucleosynthesis.
Current nova models predict signiﬁcantly less mass of ejected material
than is observed. Solutions to this problem suggest that peak temperatures
in nova explosions may be much higher than (the currently accepted) 400
million degrees K. Such high temperatures imply that break-out of the hot
CNO cycle can occur for some novae - agreeing with at least one recent
nova observation. The nuclear physics information required to understand
this higher-temperature burning includes measurements of nuclear reactions
on proton-rich unstable isotopes. These reaction rates still carry considerable
uncertainties since they are mostly estimated on the basis of nuclear structure
and nuclear level analysis [173]. A recent study of the impact of nuclear
reaction rates on nova nucleosynthesis indicated signiﬁcant uncertainties for
abundance predictions of all isotopes above mass A=20. The present reaction
rates are reliable only for predictions of Li, Be, C, and N abundances. Many
of the reaction rate uncertainties have to be reduced in order to predict more
reliable O, F, Ne, Na, Mg, Al, Si, S, Cl, and Ar abundances [172].
8.2

X-Ray Bursts

At present X-ray bursts are explained as thermonuclear runaways in the hydrogen rich envelope of an accreting neutron star [360,231]. Figure 23 shows
the observed light curve of a single X-ray burst which rapidly increases within
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Fig. 23. A thermonuclear X-Ray Burst from the neutron star in the low mass xray binary system 4U 1728-34, as observed with the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer.
The top shows the rapid increase of the x-ray ﬂux, followed by a slower decay. The
lower panel indicates the change of the x-ray emitting area calculated for blackbody
radiation from a specical system. The initial increase of the area provides strong
evidence of the spread of the nuclear burning front over the entire surface of the
neutron star. (courtesy: Tod Strohmayer)

seconds to maximum intensity. Low accretion rates favor a sudden local ignition of the material with a subsequent rapid spread over the neutron star
surface [35]. This is also indicated in Fig. 23 which shows the spreading of
the burning front over the entire neutron star surface.
Thermonuclear Runaway. The thermonuclear runaway is triggered by the
ignition of the triple-alpha reaction and the break-out reactions from the hot
CNO cycles [421]. Therefore the on-set of the X-ray burst critically depends
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on the rates of the alpha capture reactions on 15 O and 18 Ne. The rates for
these break-out reactions carry still considerable uncertainties [251,127] and
are subject to intense experimental studies using a wide variety of techniques
with stable and radioactive beams [45,135,84]. The 15 O(α, γ)19 Ne(p,γ)20 Na
reaction sequence represents the main link by which the initial CNO isotopes
will be converted towards heavier elements. With the onset of the 14 O(α,p)17 F
reaction [72,142] a continuous ﬂow of 4 He towards 21 Na via the sequence
4
He(2α, γ)12 C(p,γ)13 N(p,γ)14 O (α,p)17 F(p,γ)18 Ne(α,p)21 Na by-passes the
15
O(α, γ) link and 18 Ne(α,p)21 Na emerges as the main break-out reaction
controlling the ﬂow towards heavier masses.
The uncertainty of the 15 O(α, γ)19 Ne rate depends on the contribution
of a single low energy resonance at 4.033 MeV excitation energy [227] which
remains elusive to experimental scrutiny [138,218,85]. Most of the estimates
are therefore still based on the α strength of the mirror state in 19 F which
was determined from 15 N(6 Li,d)19 F transfer measurements [227,251]. The
uncertainty in the 18 Ne(α,p)21 Na rate depends on the contributions of a
fairly large number of low energy resonances which have not been studied
directly yet [135,64,29]. In particular no clear spin and parity assignment has
been made yet. This makes a reliable estimate of the reaction rate rather
futile since only natural parity states will be contributing to the 18 Ne+α
reaction channel.
The thermonuclear runaway itself is driven by the αp-process and the
rapid proton-process (short rp-process) which convert the initial material
rapidly to 56 Ni causing the formation of Ni oceans at the neutron star surface.
The αp-process is characterized by a sequence of (α,p) and (p,γ) reactions
processing the ashes of the hot CNO cycles 14 O and 18 Ne up to 34 Ar and 38 Ca
range. Except for 14 O(α,p)17 F and 18 Ne(α,p)21 Na the reaction rates are all
based on Hauser Feshbach predictions. The validity of the statistical approach
in this mass range remains to be tested. This in particular since pronounced
α-cluster structure in the T=1 even-even nuclei near the α threshold may
lead to the occurrence of pronounced low energy resonances. Waiting points
at positions where nuclear reaction ﬂows are halted for beta-decay lifetimes,
because (p, γ)- and α-induced reactions are either not competitive or overbalanced by a faster reverse reaction, have the potential to be observed in
the detailed peak structure of X-ray lightcurves [104] as shown in Fig. 24.

The rp-Process. The rp-process represents a sequence of rapid proton captures up to the proton drip line and subsequent β-decays of drip line nuclei
processing the material from the argon, calcium range up to 56 Ni and beyond (see Fig. 25). The ﬂow is halted at 56 Ni during peak temperatures of
around 2.0 to 3.0 billion degrees because of a (p, γ) − (γ, p) chemical equilibrium due to a small reaction Q-value. In the subsequent cooling phase of the
explosion photodisintegrations are suppressed and the rp-process continues
beyond 56 Ni. The nucleosynthesis in the cooling phase of the burst alters con-
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Fig. 24. Luminosity proﬁle of an X-ray burst calculation with a full nuclear network, assuming a neutron star of 1.4M and a mass accretion rate of. The double
peak structure (often seen in observations) is here due to the waiting point 30 S.
Variations in neutron star size and accretion rate can change this structure, producing a regular single burst peak as well.

siderably the abundance distribution in atmosphere, ocean, and subsequently
crust of the neutron star. This may have a signiﬁcant impact on the thermal
structure of the neutron star surface and on the evolution of oscillations in
the oceans [47,33].
To verify the present models nuclear reaction and structure studies on
the neutron deﬁcient side of the line of stability are essential [336]. Measurements of the break-out reactions will set stringent limits on the ignition
conditions for the thermonuclear runaway, measurements of alpha and proton
capture on neutron deﬁcient radioactive nuclei below 56 Ni will set limits on
the time-scale for the actual runaway but will also aﬀect other macroscopic
observables. Recent simulations of the X-ray burst characteristics with selfconsistent multi-zone models suggest indeed a signiﬁcant impact of proton
capture reaction rates between A=20 and A=64 on expansion velocity, temperature and luminosity of the burst [102,103,433]. The presently suggested
reaction rates carry enormous uncertainties [336,400,174]. Recent shell model
based calculations of proton capture rates in this mass range [153,101] did
indeed indicate up to several orders of magnitude discrepancies to the global
Hauser Feshbach predictions [336,312]. Clearly, more experimental data are
necessary to remove the present uncertainties.
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Fig. 25. Rp and αp-process ﬂows up to and beyond Ni. The reaction ﬂows shown
in the nuclear chart are integrated reaction ﬂuxes from a time dependent network
calculation [422], (a) during the initial burst and thermal runaway phase of about
10s (top left), (b) after the onset of the cooling phase when the proton capture
on 56 Ni is not blocked anymore by photodisintegrations (extending for about 200s,
bottom right). Waiting points above 56 Ni are represented by ﬁlled squares, stable nuclei by hatched squares, light p-process nuclei below A=100 are indicated
by a P .

Nuclear structure and nuclear reaction measurements near the double
closed shell nucleus 56 Ni determine the conditions for the ﬂow to heavier
nuclei in the cooling phase. This depends on the actual rate of 56 Ni(p,γ)
and the Q-value which determine the details of the chemical or (p,γ)-(γ,p)
equilibrium. First measurements with 56 Ni beams have been performed [321]
which lead to improved estimates of the reaction rate but considerable uncertainty still remains. Structure and reaction measurements beyond 56 Ni,
in particular the experimental study of 2-proton capture reactions bridging
the drip-line for even-even N = Z nuclei like 64 Ge, 68 Se and 72 Kr are necessary to determine the ﬁnal fate of the neutron star crust. The 2p-capture
rates depend sensitively on the proton binding energies of the 65 As, 69 Br and
73
Rb nuclei, therefore reliable mass measurements are necessary for nuclei
along the proton drip line in this mass range [46]. These mass measurements
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have to be complemented with decay studies. Of particular importance are
beta-decay studies of isomeric and/or thermally populated excited states,
which are not accessible for experiment with present equipment. In particular capture reactions on isomeric states may cause a signiﬁcant change in
reaction ﬂow. There is a substantial need for nuclear structure information
at the proton drip line, especially in the mass region along the drip line up
to the A=100 range [198], to adress the multitude of open questions on the
nucleosynthesis path and pattern in the rp-process towards its endpoint. An
important question is the one for the endpoint of the rp-process. The endpoint is determined both by the macroscopic time-scale of the burst which
depends on the various cooling mechanisms and the microscopic time-scale
given by the eﬀective life-times of the waiting point nuclei along the reaction
path. For steady state burning scenarios, characterized by long-term high
temperature conditions, the endpoint is basically determined by the availability of hydrogen fuel in the accreted layer. All of the predicted reaction
and decay rates along the reaction path need to be experimentally tested
and veriﬁed, yet, the present predictions suggest a reaction ﬂow even beyond
100
Sn [336,422]. This raises the question for the actual endpoint. Alpha decay
studies in the mass range above 100 Sn suggest that the neutron deﬁcient isotopes 106 Te to 108 Te and 108 I predominantly decay into the α channel [295].
The isotope 109 I has been identiﬁed as a short-lived proton emitter [123].
These observations suggest that the actual endpoint of the rp-process might
be associated with rapid back-processing of the material via proton or γ induced α decay in the Sn, Sb, Te range near the proton drip line. The most
likely processes are 104 Sb(p, α)101 Sn or 105 Te(γ, α)101 Sn, 105 Sb(p, α)102 Sn or
106
Te(γ, α)102 Sn, and possibly also 106 Sb(p, α)103 Sn. While some mass models [268,1] predict 104 Sb and 105 Sb to be proton unbound, the experimental
decay-rates are longer than Hauser Feshbach predictions for the (p, α) reaction rates. Only a small amount of 106 Te, 107 Te is produced by 105 Sb(p, γ)
and 106 Sb(p, γ), respectively and will be rapidly depleted by 106 Te(p, α)103 Sb,
and 107 Te(p, α)104 Sb. Detailed reaction ﬂow calculations for the rp-process
have been performed to simulate the reaction ﬂow in this mass range. It was
clearly shown that multi-cycling emerges in the Sn-Te-I range. This cycle
presents a strong impedance for the rp-process and has been identiﬁed as the
actual end-point for the reaction path [337].
8.3

X-Ray Pulsars

X-ray pulsars are interpreted as accreting neutron stars with high accretion
rates and large magnetic ﬁelds which funnel the accreted material to the pole
cap, thus reaching locally high accretion rates [32]. This causes a steady burning of the accreted material via the αp- and the rp-processes on the surface
of the neutron star [103]. Detailed studies of the nucleosynthesis suggest that
the accreted material is rapidly converted to heavier elements in the mass 80
to 100 range which changes drastically the composition of the crust and the
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ocean of the neutron star replacing the original iron crust by a mixture of signiﬁcantly more massive elements. Thus the composition of the neutron star
crust in a binary system is substantially diﬀerent from the one in a primordial single neutron star. This may have important eﬀects on the thermal and
electromagnetic conditions at the neutron star surface. The modiﬁed mass
composition may also aﬀect the observed decay of the magnetic ﬁeld of the
neutron star and its rotational r-modes due to shear eﬀects. The ﬁnal composition depends strongly on the nuclear physics associated with the rp-process
and the endpoint of the rp-process, which is directly correlated with the accretion rate. For experimental conﬁrmation in the lower mass range, studies
similar to those for the X-ray burst simulations are required [338]. However,
for accretion in excess of ﬁfty times the Eddington limit the endpoint of the
rp-process is expected to lie in the mass 150 range. This requires a new range
of nuclear structure data near the limits of stability. Of particular interest
are beta-decay lifetimes, and especially processes like direct proton and alpha
decays. If these processes dominate, as is expected for the decay of very neutron deﬁcient Tellurium, Iodine, and Xenon isotopes a natural halting point
for the rp-process is reached [337].
8.4

Black Hole and Neutron Star Accretion Disks

Many of the accretion processes on neutron stars and black holes take place
through accretion disks. Therefore it is necessary to investigate nuclear interaction processes that may occur during the accretion process at the local
accretion disk in low density and high temperature conditions. Such processes may be of relevance for modeling X-ray bursts and X-ray pulsar events
since such processes may alter the abundance distribution of the accreted
material substantially [359]. At the fairly high temperature conditions of an
accretion disk a considerable amount of the accreted hydrogen may actually
be consumed before entering the neutron star atmosphere. This may aﬀect
our current understanding of the nucleosynthesis and energy release following ignition of the accreted material in thermonuclear runaways or steady
burning modes. On the other side interaction of the high velocity accreted
material with the outer atmospheres of the accreting object may cause spallation and fragmentation of the accreted material which in turn may greatly
alter its composition and regenerate part of the pre-consumed hydrogen [34].
Clearly detailed nucleosynthesis studies in the accretion disk and during impact on the outer atmosphere of a neutron star are necessary to address these
problems.

9

Outlook

While strong experimental radioactive beam programs in nuclear astrophysics
are presently being pursued at all major research facilities, new initiatives to
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improve beam intensities for already available radioactive beams and to provide opportunities for beam developments closer or even at the drip lines
dominate the discussions worldwide. ISAC at TRIUMF, REX ISOLDE at
CERN and SPIRAL at GANIL are starting to operate as the most recently
completed radioactive beam facilities, while new developments on a larger
scale are planned for the future. The upgrade of the RIKEN accelerator facility to a radioactive beam factory RIBF is projected for completion and
operation in 2007. The project features a superconducting ring cyclotron and
a new projectile fragment separator system to provide high energy radioactive beams. In addition in-ﬂight ﬁssion of uranium will be used to produce
very neutron rich medium mass nuclei whose study will be important for
the interpretation of the r-process. Activities in Europe presently focus on
the proposed implementation of new technological developments at GSI in
Germany which are centered around the construction of a fast cycling superconducting double-ring synchrotron with a system of storage rings for
beam collection and beam cooling. Completion of this project is projected
for 2012 and will lead to a unprecedented range of experimental opportunities with fast radioactive beams originating from fragment separation. Nuclear Astrophysics far oﬀ the limit of stability is being envisioned as one of
the prime research area pursued at the new facility. The projected experiments will most likely focus on nuclear structure measurements - half-lives,
masses, decay properties - along the rp-process and the r-process path and
may extend to the measurement of p-process reactions using the Coulomb
dissociation method. In addition to pure decay or ground state properties on
the one hand and reaction cross section measurements on the other hand,
there is the chance to investigate also other features like the density of excited states, giant (E1,M1) resonance properties as a function of distance
from stability or the Gamow-Teller strength distribution for unstable nuclei.
Such measurements can help to constrain the individual ingredients of theoretical predictions for strong, electromagnetic and weak interaction cross
sections. Yet, in addition to reaction properties which were at the center
of this review relevant to astrophysical issues of radioactive ion beams, the
GSI facility will also provide unique opportunities for probing experimentally
quark gluon plasma matter close to the conditions of neutron star matter.
This aspect is also of signiﬁcant interest for the nuclear astrophysics community since it may provide novel experimental opportunities to test not only
quark-gluon plasma matter at conditions similar to those in the center of a
neutron star but also the transition to normal nuclear matter as anticipated
for the lower layers of the neutron star crust. This has an impact for a number of environments discussed in this review, type II supernovae, neutron
star mergers as well as X-ray bursts. The most ambitious future project yet
is RIA, the Rare Isotope Accelerator, a US project which is presently awaiting approval by the US Department of Energy. RIA is centered around a 1.4
GeV multi-beam LINAC driver accelerator capable of providing beams from
protons to uranium at energies of at least 400 MeV per nucleon, with beam
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power in excess of 100 kW. With this ﬂexibility, the production reaction can
be chosen to optimize the yield of a desired isotope. In comparison to the
two main competing in-ﬂight facilities, the Radioactive Ion Beam Factory at
RIKEN and the next-generation GSI facility, RIA has two advantages. RIA
seeks to combine both technological methods of producing radioactive beams
by providing low energy ISOL separated beams and fast energy fragment
separated radioactive beams. RIA’s capability for post acceleration of ISOL
based radioactive particles is not included in either of the other two projects.
This dual-concept approach allows to develop maximum intensity beams over
the entire nuclear chart using the most advantageous production mode, will
allow a wider range of experimental studies. These will expand to the direct measurement of nuclear reactions at astrophysical energies beyond the
measurements of nuclear structure characteristics relevance for astrophysics
which is the main focus for experiments with fragment separated high energy
beams.
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